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1. Introduction 
The connection between countable (nonstandard) models of arithmetic, on the 
one hand, and suitably defined ultrapowers, on the other, goes back to a method 
introduced by Skolem well over fifty years ago. In 1959 came the first really 
dramatic application of Skolem’s method to arithmetic since Skolem’s own work: 
the discovery of the MacDowell-Specker theorem on cardinality-preserving 
elementary endextensions of models of Peano Arithmetic (see [15]; also, [2, 
Chapter 121). The ultrapowers relating to these investigations of Skolem and of 
MacDowell and Specker are constructed to produce models of theories ranging in 
strength from Peano Arithmetic (PA, for short) to complete first-order arithmetic 
( = ‘true arithmetic’ = TA, for short) and beyond. Our concern here, by contrast, 
is almost entirely with ultrapowers arising from ultrafilters % in algebras W of sets 
that are of restricted arithmetical level. Specifically, we shall concern ourselves 
with the situation in which 9 is the class of all Ajl subsets of o, n a positive 
integer. The basic theory for IZ = 1 has been propounded by Hirschfeld [ll], and 
its connections with a particular topic in isol theory have been traced in the 
sequence of papers [17-201; the linkage with isols comes about by combining [ll] 
with Nerode’s earlier paper [21]. The present article will in large part be devoted 
to the questions of just how much of the A:’ theory can be extended to arbitrary 
Ajl, though a certain number of results not suggested directly by [ll] will also be 
presented. 
What we shall be surveying in this paper, at least through Section 4, is the 
‘miniaturization’ of notions that, when extended to ‘full arithmetic,’ i.e., stripped 
of all restrictions on the class of functions f : co--, o to be considered, lead to 
some rather deep problems about ultrafilters in 2”‘. For indications concerning the 
‘full-scale setting,’ see [3, pp. 579-5811. By limiting the objects of study to certain 
classes of countirble ultrapowers, and allowing only countably many functions to 
operate on each of these structures, one achieves a measure of control that is not 
possible in the more liberal context. (Thus, see the comments in [3] regarding 
set-theoretic independence, in the full-blown milieu, of certain propositions of 
more-or-less fundamental character.) On the other hand, such limitations 
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introduce other problems, due in no small part to the fact that, in the miniature 
setting, one cannot assume that submodels are elementary submodels. Every 
silver lining has a cloud. 
While many of our results can be termed ‘new’ relative to the specific context in 
which they are formulated and proved, most of them are not new in terms of 
methods of proofs and/or underlying ideas. Many of them, for example, are 
adaptations to lower-level ultrapowers of results previously known to hold for 
arithmetical ultrapowers. That is why we call the paper ‘a survey’. 
As already indicated, our ‘miniaturization’ goes beyond mere avoidance of the 
set-theoretic uncertainties mentioned in [3]: we stick, for the most part, to small 
fragments of arithmetic. The reader should consult [lo] to see what various of our 
topics look like in the richer environment of complete extensions of Peano 
Arithmetic. 
The remainder of this introductory section will be devoted to the establishment 
of special notation, and the review of certain basic facts upon which the smooth 
development of subsequent material rests. 
We shall denote by .9$“;,, at> 1, the collection of all unary, total 2 functions 
f : o + w ; thus, .S& consists of those total functions f(x) from natural numbers to 
natural numbers such that the graph of f(x) is definable, as a subset of o x o, by 
means of a z”, predicate @(x, y). It follows for such an f, since it is a function, 
that its graph can also be defined on o x o by means of a no, predicate Y(x, y); 
thus, the elements of 9” are just those ‘AZ’ subsets of o x o that happen to be 
functions. 
It is a fact of great convenience for us that f E 9$, if and only if the (Turing) 
degree off is sO(“-~); see [25, Chapter 141. (Similarly, a relation R E gk, k a 1, 
is AZ-definable in w if and only if its characteristic function is of degree GO’“-‘).) 
We let S& 67, . . . be a listing of the elements of Sn ; we shall assume, for our 
occasional convenience, that each f in 9, is repeated infinitely often in the 
enumeration {S)}. 
We denote by 9 the language for first-order arithmetic with nonlogical symbols 
+, -7 < , ii, I,. . . . If & is a structure for 9, we denote by Z,,,, the language 9 
augmented by auxiliary constants G,, m E the universe of A; the purpose of (5,, 
of course, is to serve as a name for m. By a AZ predicate (of 9) we mean a no, 
predicate U(Z) in the language 9 such that o l= V?(U(_?) c, E(Z)) for some Zi 
predicate E(T) in the language 9, or similarly with n: and 20, interchanged; here 
x’ denotes the (nonempty) sequence of free variables of U and of E. By a AZ 
predicate of 2& we mean a formula a(_?) of Z’,&, such that either @(x’) is a AZ 
predicate of 9, or else @(x’) arises from such a predicate by replacing some 
variables by names of elements of 141. 
By standard relativization procedures applied to the classical Kleene Enumera- 
tion and Normal Form theorems, there is for each n 3 1 a A: predicate 
W(X, y, z, 6) of 9 such that if Vf&r, y, z) is the existential G-closure, 
3G W(x, y, z, I?), of W, then as i ranges over o, the predicates VA@, y, z) range 
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over precisely all Z”, partial functions p(y) = z from natural numbers to natural 
numbers, with each such p(y) repeated infinitely many times. (Here we have 
availed ourselves of the harmless systematic abuse of notation whereby a given 
predicate of 3, or J-Z,&,, is identified with the relation it defines in whatever 
structure is under consideration.) Thus, 3$ is the set of those functions Vf,(l, y, z) 
that are total. More generally, for each fixed m 2 1 there is a AZ predicate 
W(x, y, z, G) of 2, y’ being of length m, such that Vr(.x, y’, z), defined as 
3G W(X, y’, z, G), serves as an (m + 1)-place 2: partial function that is universal, 
in the manner just described for m = 1, for the class of m-place 2: partial 
functions. 
By a j(Ajl) predicate of 2 (or of 2?,&, we shall mean a predicate J of 2 (of 
Z,&,,,) that is of the form 36 @(G, 2) where @ is a Aj) predicate of 6p (of 2!,&,). If 
we allow x’ to be the empty sequence, then we say that such a J, with x’ empty, is a 
a(Az) sentence. Similarly for G(Ajl), @(A:), etc. By v2(Az) Arithmetic 
(equivalently, @+i Arithmetic) we mean the logical closure of the set of all those 
vj(Ajl) sentences of 2 that happen to be true in w. As usual, if ~2 is a structure 
for 2 and @ is a sentence of 2, we use the notation .44 k + to mean that $ is true 
in & (we have already done this at least once, in our preceding remarks); 
similarly, if Z is a set of sentences then & != 2 means that ~2 is a model of 2, i.e., 
that @EZ+&~$. 
If JuL$?a(AJj) Arithmetic, n 5 1, then each 2 partial function p : D ---, w, 
where D c W“ for some k 3 1, has a well-determined extension to a partial 
function p y : DA + A, D&G I.41“. (We shall, in general, use 1.41 to denote the 
universe of 4; the car&n&y of that universe will be denoted by card(&).) In 
particular, each element 6; of 9n gives rise to a total function ~3;~” : A+ .A, such 
that &’ E S;,&; and similarly for any AZ-definable function f : cok+ w, k > 1. 
Much of the discussion in subsequent sections will be centered on the behavior of 
these ‘A: &functions’. 
Let 3,, denote the Boolean algebra of all AH subsets of w. If & E .%,, is any 
proper filter, then ~4 can of course be extended to an ultrujilter 4!& G 93,,. Suppose 
% c ~33~ is any nonprincipal ultrafilter. Then by %,,I% we shall mean the 
Sn;,-restricted ultrapower obtained from nIico Wi by ‘factoring out Q’, where 
Oi=W for all ieo; i.e., we perform the usual ultraproduct construction, but 
allow only those f E w x w x w x . . . such that f E &. (There is of course no 
point in considering principal ultrafilters, since they all give rise to isomorphic 
copies of o, when factored out.) If 6; E 9n and Ou G 93,, is a nonprincipal 
ultrafilter, then we shall denote by [@IQ that element of .9$/a determined by 
6;: [s;]a = {g E .2& 1 {X E w I g(x) = s;(x)} E “u}. 
The structures .9JoU obey, as we shall see, a limited form of Los’s 
‘Fundamental Theorem of Ultraproducts’; and they constitute, as we shall also 
see, the one-generator building blocks, in a natural sense, of all the countable 
models of @a(Az) Arithmetic. 
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As noted by Hirschfeld in [ll], va(Ay) Arithmetic (‘ng Arithmetic’, in more 
common parlance) has a very convenient property: it is an inductive theory; i.e., 
its class of models is closed under unions of monotone nondecreasing ordinal 
chains. This is not the case for $?l(Az) Arithmetic, n 3 2. We do, however, have 
closure under unions of ‘AZ-chains’, and there is an interesting special class of 
models of vi(Ajl) Arithmetic, 12 3 1, for which this latter type of closure also 
holds, namely, the class of all ‘j(AE)-complete’ models. For the sake of dealing 
(in Section 5) with these special models, as well as for the sake of our discussion 
in Section 2 of closure under Ai &functions, we need to remind the reader of 
the standard definitions and notations concerning elementary extension and 
elementary embedding, both full and fragmentary. Recall that if & is an 
Z-structure, then by the complete Z,&, -theory Th(& 141) of JU is meant the set 
of all sentences @ of LZ,,, such that 4 L @. If .&, .&_ are two Y-structures and .&, 
is a substructure of J& (a relation that we shall henceforth denote by A1 E .&), 
then &!i is said to be an elementary substructure of &, written .4$ < .A%$, if
4 b Th(4 1.4); we also say, in this situation, that .4& is an elementary extension 
of .4X1. Refining this notion to the various A: levels, and restricting it to our 
definition of ‘Ajj predicate of Z,&,‘, we say that .& is a AZ-elementary substructure 
of .& (or that 4 is a AZ-elementary extension of A,), and write .4t1 xb;.4&, in 
case A1 b # + & b $ whenever $ is (logically equivalent to) a A: sentence of 
3? ,&,,. (The notation A1 Xn.& which occurs routinely in the model-theoretic 
literature, is reserved for the situation in which .& k @e.4& b $J for each a 
sentence $ of L&,,. ) An 6P-structure .4t such that Ju k va(Az) Arithmetic is said 
to be fi(Af)-complete if, whenever .4t G JU’ and .AY’ kvq(Az) Arithmetic and 
.4 -c~z..&, we have .4’ L # + _,U k # for every 2(Ai) sentence @ of Z,,,,. The 
existence of, and some of the basic properties of, such structures will be discussed 
in Section 5. 
To conclude this introduction, we recall the theorem of Davis, Putnam, J. 
Robinson and Matijasevic (henceforth to be referred to as DPRM) on diophan- 
tine representation: for each z predicate @(.?) of the language 3, there exist 
polynomials P(x’, y’) and Q(_?, y), with coefficients in w, such that 
o L V_Z [G(Z) t, 3y’ (P(x’, y’) = Q(Z, j'))]. 
It is known (see, e.g., [9]) that for each particular Qi the existence of such P and 
Q is provable in PA; more obviously, we have, for each triple @, P, Q that are 
associated in this way, that VZ [@z(Z) f, 3y’ (P(x’, y’) = Q(Z, y’))] is a theorem of 
va(Ay) Arithmetic. The extreme usefulness of this result at the A: level is well 
documented; see, e.g., [9], [12, Chapter 81. We shall have several opportunities 
to take advantage of DPRM, in subsequent sections. 
Other terminology, notation and background results, not mentioned in this 
introduction, will be explained or referenced as needed. 
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2. Basic theory of A: ultrapowers 
Our first task is to obtain for all n 2 1 a restricted form of Los’s Theorem, as 
was done for n = 1 in [ll]. In the ‘limited-level’ Los-type theorems that we are 
about to consider, there is a slight distinction between what happens (a) at the 
very top of the level and (b) at lower sublevels; this distinction (observed in [ 111 
for the case n = 1) will now be formalized in terms of a fairly broad definition. 
Let 9 be a Boolean algebra of subsets of w such that, in particular, o E 3; let % 
be an ultrafilter in $3; and let 9 be a collection of functions f : o ---, w with the 
following properties: (1) 9 contains all constant functions and is closed under 
pointwise addition and pointwise multiplication, (2) for any f, g and h in 9, % 
contains one or the other of the sets {x E w If(x) + g(x) = g(x)}, {x E o If(x) + 
g(x) f h(x)]7 and likewise contains one or the other of the sets {x E 
C.0 If(x)&) = h(x)], ( x E 0 If(x)&) #h(x)), and (3) for any f, g E 9, 021 
contains one or the other of the sets {x E w If(x) <g(x)}, {x E w I g(x) sf (x)}, 
not excluding the possibility that it contains both. Then the ultrapower S/C& can 
be defined in the usual manner, and wit1 be a linearly ordered structure for the 
language 2, with w as an initial segment. Let %‘, be a collection of 6P-formulae; 
and let %& E %,. We define the following. 
2.1. Definition. 9/ Ou satisfies a (Ye,, 9&e,) Los’s Theorem if the following is 
true: whenever @(.x1, . . ..x~)E %‘,, 9/~~~([f,],,...,[f,],) H {xE w I ok 
wl(~)~~~~ , f&r))} 2 some element of %; moreover, if @ E V&, then 
9/% i= ~([.&7 . . . 7 L&J e ix E w I w b wl(x), . . . ) h(x))) E 92. 
2.2. Lemma. FJ%!l satisfies a @(A:), A$ I; OS’S Theorem, 42 being any nonprin- 
cipal ultrajilter in 9Sn, n b 1. 
Proof. Let #(xl, . . . , xk) E 3(AE); i.e., let #(xi, . . . , x,J be a a(A$ predicate of 
9. Suppose first that $ is a bounded formula; in this case we shall proceed, as in 
[ll, proof of Theorem 2.31, by induction on the number j of its initial bounded 
quantifiers, as follows. If j = 0, then our claim (i.e., that 
%l”,/e k 9(]&&7 . . . F [&&4) e {x E w I 0 b @(q(x), . . . ? q(x))) E a) 
holds in virtue of the definition of 9,,/011; thus, for example, if @(x,, x2, xX) is 
x3=x1 +x2, then 
R/Q b [KJa = [KJ, + [Kg% e R/q k [&g, = [q + sg, 
e {x E 0 I 0 i= q(x) + 6;(x) = S,:(x)} Ew 
Now assume that the result holds for 9(x’) whenever c#@) has no more than j 
bounded quantifiers and no unbounded ones; and let 9(x,, . . . , x,, z, w) be such 
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a formula. (It is all right to assume that # has free variables as indicated, since (i) 
our induction assumption covers any number of free variables, (ii) any formula t& 
is logically equivalent to r/~ A (X =x), and (iii) {i If(i) =f(i)} = o E % for any 
f E sn.) Consider t(xi, . . . , x,, z), where t(~i, . . . , x,, z) is the formula 3w < 
r #(Xi, . * * > x,, z, w). (See [ll, p. 1171 for an appropriate remark on the 
sufficiency of assuming z to be a variable rather than a general term.) Suppose 
%I/% b 3w < [q+,l%($([~:l%~ . . . > [&h, [q+,lQ, w)). 
Then, for some g E 9n we have 
%I/% l= #@YJ,, . . . 3 m3%~ [%+,I%, kid A kl% < [~:+,I%. 
So, by the induction hypothesis, 
B = {X E w ) @($(x), . . . ) qx), &r+,(-G g(x)) A g(x) < q+,(x)> E a. 
However, B GA = {x E o I(3z E w)[$(~:(x), . . . , 6;(x), 6;+,(x), z) A z < 
d;+,(x)]}. Moreover, since t is a bounded formula, it defines a AZ relation; thus, 
since the composition of a AZ relation with A: functions of x yields a Ajl set, we 
have d E %. For the converse direction, suppose A E 94. Since # is a AZ formula, 
the following function g is in yi;,: 
g(x) = 
{ 
PZ(Z < h;+,(X) A #(a?,(x), . . . , b;(X), 6;+,(X), Z)), 
if% (2 -=I q+,(x) A @(&$), * . . , q(x), q+,(x), z)), 
q+,w otherwise. 
Thus, since A E %, we have that {x E w 1 #(b:(x), . . . , 6;(x), 6;+,(x), g(x)) A 
g(x) < a;+,(x)) E q. A gain applying the induction hypothesis, we get 
R/q L 9(]KJQ, . * * 7 [&$LJ [&f+,l,, [g]d A kh < [6”,+,1,. 
Hence %“,/a I= z([6Y,]a,, . . . , [K&, [SZ,]d. 
Still following exactly the plan of Hirschfeld’s proof, we next note that if the 
leading bounded quantifier of r is V instead of 3, then lt is still a bounded 
formula, lt has the same number of quantifiers as t, and 1-r has leading 
quantifier 3. (Strictly speaking, of course, we refer here not to lt itself but rather 
to a formula logically equivalent to it.) So, the argument just given for the case of 
leading quantifier 3 applies to lt, and we therefore have that 
%I”,/“11 L.lr(]&$Q, . f . 7 bq,, [q+,ld 
a {x E w Ilz(6;(x), . . . ) 6?(x), q+,(x))} E %. 
Since % is an ultrafilter, we get 
e {x E f3 I t@;(x), .* . , q(x), q+,(x))) E6&e 
We are therefore done with the special case of bounded formulae; to complete 
the proof, we now perform a ‘finite induction’ on the integers m =Z n. Suppose 
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that for a given m <it - 1 (which, if n s 2, is to be read “suppose we are in the 
bounded case”) we have: 
whenever $ has no more than m alternating blocks of unbounded quantifiers. 
Now let 9 be taken to be of the form 3Yi. . .3Yj t(Y,, . . . , yi, x1, . . . , xl), where 
t has m alternating blocks of unbounded quantifiers. If at = 1, this situation 
cannot occur, since then m CO; however, if n = 1, then we are covered by [ll, 
Theorem 2.31, so we may as well assume from the outset that at 3 2. With this 
assumption in force, we note that $ has at most n - 1 alternating blocks of 
unbounded quantifiers; hence, automatically, 4 is AZ. Let A = {x E 
w I WY,(x), * * * , d;(x))}. Since 4 is AJ], A is AZ. Suppose A E 42. Now, there 
exist A)] functions g,, . . , gj such that A G B = {X E w 1 t(gl(x), . . . , gj(x), 
C?:,(X), . . . , at(x))}; so, since B is AZ, B E %. Therefore, by the induction 
hypothesis, &;,/a k t([g&, , . . , [gj]%c [S&, . , . , [S&), and hence 9,,/% k 
3Y,. . .3rj t(yl, . . . , yj, [E&, . . . , [&&); i.e., 4/ak cP([X&, . . . , [S&u). 
Conversely, suppose Fn/Q g ZlYr . . . 3Yj t(y, , . . . , Yj, [S$ , . . . , [S&). Let 
[&]%7. . . , [gilq be such that K/Q b t([g&, . . . , [gj]ti, [&&, . . . , [S&). 
Then, by the hypothesis of induction, we have {x E w 1 t(g,(x), . . . , gj(x), 
6:,(x), . . - , 6:(x))} E 32. But this latter set is included in the A: set {x E 
0 I 3Yl’ . .3yj t(y*, . . . 7 Yj? sE(x), . - . , St(x))}; hence, {x E w 1 #(S:(x), . . . , 
6;(x))) E 52. Exchanging I$ for i$ now handles the case of a leading block of 
form 3, as in the proof for bounded 6. 
The lemma has thus been established for all @ with fewer than n initial blocks 
of unbounded quantifiers. Let C$ next be taken to be of the form 3y’ rw, x’), 
where t has n - 1 alternating blocks in its unbounded prefix, the first being a 
block of universal quantifiers. We no longer have the At-ness of + automatically; 
at this point we must assume it. Having done so, the verification for #, and then 
for l$, proceeds just as before. So it remains only to show that if r(xl, . . . , xk, 
Yl? . * - 7 yj) has exactly n alternating blocks of unbounded quantifiers and t is A:, 
then, for any S$, . . . , 6; E 4, we have 
9J%F3Yl. . . 3Y, r([s:,]%, . . . 9 [st]%l Yl, . * * 9 Yj) 
@ {x E w I 3Yl . . Iyj z(s~(x), . . . 9 6z(x), YIP . f . 3 yj)} 
2 an element of %. 
Once again, our verification will mimic a portion of Hirschfeld’s proof of [II, 
Theorem 2.31. 
Suppose, first, that E/Q k 3~1. . .3Yj r([ Sz]q, . . . , [ 6;&, y,, . . . , yj). Then, 
for suitably chosen [g,]%, . . , [gj]Qj we have 3n/5!f k z([&‘,],, . . . , [a;]%, 
kll%? . . . , [gj]%). Since t is AZ, we know from the preceding portion of the proof 
that A = {X E o ) T(~;,(x), . , d:(x), gl(x), . . . , gj(x))} 3 A E %!. Thus, {X E 
0 I 3Y,. . . 3Yj t(6z(x)9 . 7 6t(x), yl, . . . 3 yj)} includes an element of % since it 
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is a superset of A. For the converse, suppose B is an element of % such that 
B E {X E 0 1 0 ~ 3Y,. . .3_Yj t(6~(~), . . . ) 6~(~), Y,, . . . ) Yj)}. 
Then, for all x E B we have 
ok=32 3Yl<Z.. e 3Yj <Z [t(6Yl(x), * * * 7 6z(x), Yl, . . . 7 Yj)l- 
Define: 
g(x) = (~)[3Y6z. . .3Yj<z [z(6z(x)3 . . . 9 6i”,(x), Yl * . . 7 Yj)]], iil z i; 
Then g E 9. Moreover, B G {x E o I(3yl <g(x)). . . (3Yj <g(x)) z(~:(x), . . . , 
a;(x), Yl, * * * , yi)}. The predicate (3yr <g(x)). . . (3Yj <g(x)) r(@,(x), . . . , 
at(x), Y,, . . . , yi), however, has characteristic function of degree cO(“-‘) 
(since r does); thus, it is Ajl. Therefore, by the first portion of the proof, 
R/Q k (3~1~ [g&d. . . (3yj < [gld t([&&, . . . , [4&, ~1, . . . , yj), and we are 
done. Cl 
Remark. The foregoing proof of Lemma 2.2 simply mimics the proof given by 
Hirschfeld of [ll, Theorem 2.31. An alternative way to proceed would be by 
induction on the prefix complexity of a prenex normal form Z-predicate logically 
equivalent to a given A: Z-predicate. 
Armed with Lemma 2.2, we can extend much of the basic theory in [ll] to the 
setting of ‘models of @(A:) Arithmetic’, n > 1. (The case n = 1 is just [ll].) We 
should at once note, however, one particularly glaring exception: since the class 
J@( AZ)) of models of the Va( AZ) o-truths is an elementary class, and since 
there are II: o-truths (and hence 92(A!) o-truths) that are not derivable from 
any set of IIS w-truths, it follows from the Chang-Los-Suszko Theorem that 
.&($~(A~)) is not inductive for n 2 2. Thus, Hirschfeld’s inductivity result for 
n = 1 [ll, Lemma 1.71 is optimal, for the vg(Az) hierarchy of fragments. 
2.3. Proposition (cf. [ll, Corollary 2.41). %,,/oU L$?l(Az) Arithmetic, n 2 1. 
Proof. Let #J be an Ga(Az) w-truth; say, #I is Vzr . . . Vz, 3y,. . .3y, t(Z, y’), with 
t a A: predicate and with o k #. Let [&‘,I%, . . . , [&‘I, be arbitrary elements of 
9J%. Then 
w = {x e w I 3Y,. . .3y, dK,(x), . . . , q_(x), y,, * * . , Yk)). 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2, PJQ k 3y,. . . 3yk r([by,]%, . . . , [6Lly, y,, . . . , yk). Cl 
2.4. Definition. Let JU be a Z-structure. We shall say that JII is prenex if for 
every k 3 1 and every II”, predicate @(xl, . . . , x,) of 9, there is an Z-predicate 
Y(x,, . . * , x,) such that (i) Y/(x,, . . . , x,) is in prenex normal form 
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vy 32. . .rcy’, 2, x1 ,..., x,), r quantifier-free, (ii) Y has exactly k alternating 
blocks V?, 32, . . . of quantifiers, and (iii) & k Vx, . . . Vx, (@(x,, . . . , x,) * 
‘y(Xl, . . . 9 xw)). 
2.5. Proposition. If & K va(AE) Arithmetic, then JU is prenex. 
Proof. It suffices to verify that the proposition holds for fl predicates. For such 
predicates, however, Proposition 2.5 is an immediate consequence of the fact that 
each instance of DPRM is a theorem of $2(Az) Arithmetic, n 2 1. Cl 
In particular, we have the following corollary. 
2.6. Corollary. For each n 3 1 and each nonprincipal ultrajilter % 5 B,, S$l% is 
a prenex d;p-structure. 
Proof. Propositions 2.3 and 2.5. Cl 
We remark that Proposition 2.5 for the case n = 1 was noted and applied in 
[ll], where it was attributed to the inductive character of va(Ay) Arithmetic. The 
application in question was to the proof that substructures of models Ju of v2(A:) 
Arithmetic are themselves models of Va(A:‘) Arithmetic if and only if they are 
(nonempty and) closed under all A:’ (i.e., recursive) .&-functions. Unfortunately, 
Proposition 2.5 in and of itself (or, indeed, in combination with anything else) is 
of no avail in an attempt to fully generalize this latter result to n Z= 2: we shall 
next show that exactly half of [ll, Theorem 1.81 is correct for n > 2. First, the 
negative side of things. 
2.7. Theorem. If n Z= 2, then there exist Z-structures .A%, and 4, with JU, c 4, 
such that 
(1) I LSi(Az) Arithmetic, i = 1, 2, but 
(2) )&I is not closed under the class of At .&functions. 
Proof. Let .&, be a nonstandard model of TA. Then, certainly, 4, k@l(Ajl) 
Arithmetic. Now, .4, is not existentially complete relative to the class of all models 
of TA (see [12, Chapter 81). So, there exists an J-Y-structure ~8& such that 
.& E J&, 4 k TA, and .4, is not existentially closed in 4. However, any partial 
recursive function p : LX+ co, where (Y 5 mk for some k 3 1, can be extended to a 
4: function; from this, it follows easily that if 3jJ G(y’, a’) is any existential 
formula with parameters a’ E 1.&j’, then &k3jJ@G, G) $ JX, k3y’@(‘j, Z), 
provided 1.&l is closed under all A; &-functions. Hence I.&] cannot be so closed, 
and the theorem is proved. Cl 
In the other direction, [ll, Theorem 1.81 does generalize: see the next 
theorem. 
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2.8. Theorem. Let ~3 be a model of Ga(AE) Arithmetic, for somefied n 2 1, and 
suppose further that M is a nonempty subset of I&/uI such that M is closed under all 
Ajl &-functions. Then &k v2(Az) Arithmetic, where .& = (M, + rMxM, . rMxM). 
Proof. We shall avail ourselves of the fact that any o-true sentence of the form 
V.? 3y’ ~(2, y’), where w is both logically equivalent to a AH predicate and in prenex 
normal form, admits Ajl Skolem functions. Thus, if Vxr . . . Vxk 3y,. . . 3yk, Vz, 
.VZ,“...Z(x’,y’,Z )...) 
are 
is such a sentence, r being quantifier-free, then there 
A: functions fr(Z), &Z, Z), . . . such that o LVZVZ. . . ~(2, fl(x’), 2, 
f&f, Z), . . .). If we can show that .& L VZ VZ. . . t(i, fi(x’), f, f&C, Z), . . .), then 
we shall have proved the theorem, since any o-true va(Ajl) sentence is logically 
equivalent to a sentence Vi 3y’ ~(2, y’) in which I/ is both in prenex form and 
logically equivalent to a A: predicate of X (Of course, a given prenex normal 
form V.? 3y’ q(_?, y’) for an w-true +2(Az) sentence VZ 33 E(T, y) may have a very 
long initial sequence of homogeneous quantifier-blocks, as compared with the 
length of the initial sequence of blocks of unbounded quantifiers in E(x’, 3); but all 
that matters for our argument is that $.$Z, y’), the ‘prenexified’ version of E(x’, y’), 
is indeed logically equivalent to 5(x’, y’), and, of course, it will be.) Since 
v.? VT. . . z(Z, f@, 2, jgx’, Z), . . .) is (shorthand for) an o-true va(Aj]) 
statement, it holds in .M. Hence if G, 6, . . . are arbitrary sequences (of the 
appropriate lengths) of elements of M, then Jt k t(ii, Ti(Z), 6, &(Z, &), . . .). But, 
by assumption, the objects fi(Z), &(a, 6), . . . are all in M. Noting that o EM 
and M is closed under + and -, it therefore follows by purely logical 
considerations that (i) & is a substructure of .,U, and (ii) .M,, k $j(At) Arithmetic. 
(Another approach, here, would be to take advantage of Proposition 2.5 in 
obtaining the Skolem functions.) 0 
Let us pause to reflect on Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, and observe what it is that is 
actually going on. A bit of such reflection makes it clear that, with only a small 
amount of additional argumentation, one can obtain the following result as the 
appropriate ‘A: version’ of the entire block of results [ll, Section 1.2, Theorem 
1.8, Corollary 1.8.1 and Corollary 1.8.21. 
2.9. Theorem. (1) Let & and 4 be models of vj(AE) Arithmetic, with 4, G 4. 
Then the AZ &-functions are just the extensions to & of the AZ .&functions 
@-&<*:JG. 
(2) Suppose JI kB?l(Ai) Arithmetic and o E .& E IJUI. Then M is closed under 
all AzJtC-functions e [(M, + rMxM, - rMxM) LVg(Az) Arithmetic & (M, + 
1 MXMJ ’ rMxM)-%$j- 
(3) Suppose & I= El(AE) Arithmetic and 0 # M G I&l. Then there is a smallest 
AZ-elementary submodel .&* of & such that M E I.&(, namely, .& is the closure of 
M under all AH &functions. 
(4) Zf JI != $$A:) Arithmetic and {J& 1 i E Z} is any set of A:-elementary 
submodels of A, then nisi & is a AZ-elementary submodel of A. 
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Remarks. (a) Results like those catalogued in Theorem 2.9, especially results 
like Theorem 2.9(4), go back at least to [24], though in [24] the explicit concern 
was with models of TA. Results similar to Theorem 2.7, but in the context of PA, 
are mentioned in [9, pp. 141-1421. 
(b) The reason for Hirschfeld’s complete success at level v2(Ay) is, of course, 
the fact that if Jtl and AC2 are any two models of ga(A’$ Arithmetic with 
Jul G & then (by DPRM) A1 <dy.&+ 
(c) Hirschfeld has noted, in [ll, Section 51, the existence of a full analogy 
between [ll, Sections l-41 and the situation for arithmetical ultrapowers and 
models of TA, provided one narrows the class of substructures under considera- 
tion to just the elementary ones. 
(d) The condition J& <,:.4X in Theorem 2.9(4) is necessary for the conclusion 
that nisi is a submodel (i.e., satisfies 32(A”,) Arithmetic), when n 2 2; this is 
because of Chang’s result [4, Theorem 141 on the inductivity of convex classes. 
Before we proceed any further, we should take note of a simple but important 
uniformity in our notion of ‘At .&function’. 
2.10. Proposition. Let JU k 92(AE) Arithmetic, and let f : I&‘[+ ]A1 be a Ajl A- 
function. Then f is definition-invariant, in the following sense: if $(x1, . . . , xk, y) 
and q(xI, . . . , xk, y) are any two AZ Z-predicates defining k-ury number-theoretic 
functions $* : cok+ w and $I* : mk + o, respectively, and if C$ defines f in & and 
@* = q~*, then $J also defines f in JU. 
Proof. The equivalence VxI . . . tlXk Vy [#(x1, . , . , xk, y) f, q(xI, . . . ? xk, Y)l is 
a vj(Ajl) o-truth. 0 
We shall next prove that if % is any nonprincipal ultrafilter in pn, n 3 1, then 
@/oU is a ‘rigid’ structure; i.e., 9/a has no nontrivial automorphisms. See [20, 
Section 31 for the special case n = 1; and see [12, Chapter 91 for the statement of 
a corresponding result concerning singly-generated existentially complete 
structures.) This property of Ajl ultrapowers, and our proof of it, will sub- 
sequently prove useful in the study of embeddings of such structures into general 
models of @a(Ajl) Arithmetic. Our proof will consist in a series of ‘sublemmas’. 
2.11. Theorem. Let Ou be a nonprincipal ultrufilter in !B,,, and let 9n / 0% be the 
corresponding Ajl ultrupower. Then the only automorphism of Pn,/% is the identity 
map. 
Proof. Let f: 9J9l +- .?F,,,l% be an automorphism, and let ‘id’ be a name for the 
identity function on o. 
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2.11(a). Sublemma. Suppose f([id]%) = [8:&. Then, for any m such that 
Vk(m, y, z) is a total function St, we have f ([St]%) = [6;0 cJ&]~. 
Proof of 2.11(a). Since {x E 0 1 VX(m, x, 6:(x))} = w E 4!L, Lemma 2.2 implies 
that 9E/oUL Vft(m, [id]%, [&&). So, since f is an automorphism, gn;,/‘% L 
vfi(m, [&Jw f([st],)). (w is, of course, rigid under f.) But {x E 
w I VXh E&h ~;(~~&)))~ = o E ‘%; hence, by a second application of 
Lemma 2.2, sn;,/% k VA(m, [6zO],, [6;0 8:&). However, the statement that 
VA@, y, z) is a (partial) function of y, for each fixed x is a theorem of va(Az) 
Arithmetic; therefore, %y Proposition 2.3, we have f ([@JJ = [6ymo 6&J,. Cl 
2.11(b). Sublemma. (317 E “u) [6z0 is one-to-one on U]. 
Proof of 2.11(b). Since f is surjective, there is some m E o such that Vt(m, y, z) 
defines a total function 6; and f([st]%) = [id],. By Sublemma 2.11(a), this 
implies that [S;O&,]~ = [id]%. (H ere, and throughout the remainder of our 
proof of the theorem, we continue to assume that f([id],) = [&!J,.) Thus, if 
U = {x E o 1 6;(6:&~)) = x}, th en U E W But, obviously, &JO must be one-to-one 
0nU. 0 
2.11(c). Sublemma. Let U be any element of %. Then there exists a set U, E % 
such that 6:,(U n U,) E U. 
Proof of 2.11(c). Let E(x) be a A: predicate defining U in CO. Thus, x E U ~3 
o k E(x). By Lemma 2.2, .9$/Q k E([id]%). So, since f is an automorphism of 
.%,/au with f ([id],) = [X&, we have 9J% k E([6&]%). By Lemma 2.2, there- 
fore, there is a set 17, E Ou such that w k E(~&(x)) for all x E U,. Clearly, any such 
U, bears witness to the sublemma. •! 
2.11(d). Sublemma. Let U E ‘Iu, and let U = U, U - * * U U,, k a positive integer, 
be a partition of U into mutually disjoint Ajl subsets U,, . . . , U,. Then 3 (1~ k s 
k A Ui E “u). 
Proof of 2.11(d). If k = 1, the conclusion is obvious. Assume Sublemma 2.11(d) 
to be correct for k =S k,,, and let U = U, U - * * U U,,,, be a partition of U 
into kO + 1 disjoint A: subsets. If U, $ %, then o - U, E Ou since % is an ultra- 
filter; hence U II (w - U,) = U, U - . . U U,,,, E “u. Now apply the induction 
hypothesis. 0 
2.11(e). Sublemma. Let h E w be such that V!,(h, y, z) defines a total function, 
say, 6:; and let A be an infinite Aji subset of w such that St is one-to-one on A 
(this of course places an additional condition on h). Then A can be partitioned into 
four mutually disjoint A: sets AO, AI, AZ, A3 such that (i) SC IA0 = id ra, and (ii) 
lGj63 + Ajn 6~(Aj)=O. 
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Proof of 2.11(e). The proof is essentially identical with that given for the A: case 
in [20]; the only change needed is to replace the one-to-one recursive function 
I;(X), used in the case in which A -A, is infinite, by a one-to-one A: function 
enumerating A - AO. We therefore simply refer the reader to [20, proof of 
Lemma 3.51. El 
2.11(f). Sublemma. [Sz& = [id]%. 
Proof of 2.11(f). Applying Sublemma 2.11(b), let I/ be an element of Ou on which 
SzO is one-to-one. Then by Sublemma 2.11(e), I/ = A0 U AI U A2 U A3, where the 
Aj’s are mutually disjoint AZ sets with A0 = {x E U 1 6:J.x) =x} and with 
~5~~(A,)flA~=@ forjE{1,2,3}. By Sublemma 2.11(d), at least one of AO, AI, 
AZ, A3 is in %. But if, say, AI E “u, then Sublemma 2.11(c) implies that 
Sz(Ui n A,) G A, holds for some set U, E ‘94 a contradiction; similarly, we cannot 
have A2 E % or A3 E 42. Thus A0 E Ou, and so [&& = [id]%. Cl 
The theorem now follows at once from the combination of Sublemmas 2.11(a) 
and 2.11(f). Cl 
Remarks. As noted in [20], we do not have an answer to the question: can a A: 
ultrapower be isomorphic to a proper substructure of itself? We shall find in 
Section 4, however, that a A: ultrapower cannot be isomorphic to a proper initial 
segment of itself. Moreover, applying a recent theorem of Dimitracopoulos and 
Paris [7], one readily obtains the rather striking result that each AJ) ultrapower, 
n 2 2, is isomorphic to a proper initial segment of itself, giving a very sharp 
distinction, relative to extension properties, between the cases n = 1 and n > 1. 
(Reference [7] also applies to show that minimal models of gg(A”,) Arithmetic, as 
we shall define them in Section 3, exist only in the case n = 1.) 
It should be noted that Sublemma 2.11(a) applies in a somewhat more general 
context, as stated in the next proposition. 
2.12. Proposition. Let oU1, N be nonprincipal ultrajilters in 9,,, and let 
f: ~nl%l+ SF,,;,/% be an isomorphism of -%“,/% onto 9$/s. Suppose f([id]& = 
[XOh2. Then, for any i, f ([S&J = [&lo 8ZJw2. 
Proof. We need only repeat the proof of Sublemma 2.11(a), in the present more 
general setting. 0 
Remark. We may go further still and replace “onto” by “into” in Proposition 
2.12, provided we impose the additional hypothesis range(f) ~~2 9”/5!&. 
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We now begin the process of examining the relationship between AZ 
ultrapowers and general models of v2(Az) Arithmetic. The first step is to extend 
to all n 2 1 the fundamental result [ll, Theorem 3.11. 
2.W. Theorem. Let & be a nonstandard model of vg(AE) Arithmetic, and let 
c E l&l - w. Define: (c)> = {c~;,~(c) 1 6: E &}; Ou, = {A ) A is the subset of o 
defined by a wary Ai predicate a(x) such that &k a(c)}. Then 4YC is a 
nonprincipal ultrafilter in S&, and (c)> = Sn,/(?& under an isomorphism f such that 
f (4 = [idIg. 
Proof. First, we check that %, is an ultrafilter. Plainly, 0 $ %=. If A(x) is Aj3 and 
A $ aU,, then l(,U k a(c)); h ence, Ju b-&(c). But if a(x) defines ~4 in CO, then 
l&(x) defines w -A; and l&(x) is Ajl if &4(x) is. Thus o -A E “u, whenever 
A $ QC, d(x) being A:. If AI, A2 E %, then Ju I= a,(c) A a,(c). But the set 
defined in w by d,(x) A .&(x) is AI II A*, and is AZ provided both AI and A2 are 
A:. Thus, Ou, is closed under intersection. Finally, suppose A E 4!LC, A E B, and B 
is At. Letting B be defined in o by the Ajl predicate S(X), we see that (i) 
Jdc k &J(c) and (ii) .AY !=Vx (d(x) + 93(x)), (ii) being true because Vx (d(x)+ 
98(x)) is (logically equivalent to) a theorem of v?l(AE) Arithmetic. Hence 
Jc1 t= 9(c), and so B E Q,. That completes the verification that 4!& is an ultrafilter 
in 93n. ‘& is nonprincipal; for, if n E CO, then {n} is defined by the AZ predicate 
x = fi, and since c E Id/uI - o we clearly cannot have & kc = ii. Now define f as 
follows: for each Sag” E (c)>, let f(GY@(c)) = [c~Y]%~. Clearly f, so defined, is 
onto 9jj/4!LC. We must of course verify that f is a function. But if 6:*&(c) = 
Sy*““L(c), then, letting d(x) be the AZ predicate 6:(x) = S;(x), we have that 
JU L a(c); hence A = {x E w I 6;(x) = S;(x)} E %=; hence [Sl]%< = [S&<. To see 
that f is one-to-one, suppose that 6y’“u(c) # 6y*A(c). Then J! k 93(c), where 93(x) 
is the A: predicate 67(x) # a;(x). Therefore B = {x E o ( 6:(x) # 67(x)} E “u,, 
and so [Sl]%< # [8jn]%c. Verification that f respects + and . is similarly routine. 
Lastly, it is obvious that f(c) = f (id&(c)) = [id],. 0 
In connection with the statement and proof of Theorem 2.13, it should be 
noted that (c)> is actually closed under all AZ M-functions, not just the unary 
ones. Because (c)> has the single ‘generator’ c, it suffices to employ only the 
unary functions 6; in its definition. 
2.14. Theorem. Assume n 2 1, and let ..JU k %l(Az) Arithmetic, .N # w. Let 
f : Sn”,l%+ .AI be an isomorphism from Sn”,/% into JU (i.e., onto range(f) s JU); 
and let c E I.Ml be such that f ([id],) = c. (H ere, of course, it is to be understood 
that Ou is a nonprincipal ultrafilter.) Then: 
(1) CElJtl-UW; 
(2) range(f) = the closure, in JU, of {c} under all functions that are AZ in the 
sense of range( f ); 
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(3) range(f) <,:.,4X 3 range(f) = (c)$, and in fact range(f) xdgJu j 
f([&‘]%) = ST”(c) for all i E o; and 
(4) f is the only isomorphtim from 9,J6u onto range(f ), and % = { U c o 1 U is 
AZ A range(f) b ‘c E U’} ( = %c in cuse range(f) = (c)‘$). 
Proof. (1) is clear, since f must map each element of o to itself and % is 
understood to be nonprincipal. 
As for (2), we first note that since &;,/a kd$At) Arithmetic, range(f) must 
also be a model of va(Ajl) Arithmetic. Thus the notion of a function being “Ar) in 
the sense of range(f)” makes sense, and the unary Asj range(f)-functions are just 
those determined, in range(f), by predicates V!,(e, y, z) such that Vk(e, y, z) 
defines a total function on o. Since we are attempting to prove something about 
the closure of a singleton, it will suffice to consider only unary functions; thus, (2) 
will be proven if we verify that f ([t&J = S:ara”ge(f)(~) holds for all i E w. But, 
given i E w, let e(i) be such that V!,(e(i), y, z) defines &’ in w. Then, since 
Fn;,l% k Vk(e(i), [id],, [&‘I%) h o s m consequence of Lemma 2.2) and we are Id (’ 
given that f ([id]%) = c, we have range(f) k Vt(e(i), c, f ([S&L)). But in range(f), 
vX(e(i), c, f (IWd) means that f ([S&J = 6~*‘“nge’f’(c), and we are done. 
Regarding (3), suppose range(f) -c,~AX (We remark that this is not generally 
the case, even when & is itself a Ajf ultrapower.) Recall that Vj&, y, z) is of the 
form 33 W(x, y, z, G), where W is a At predicate. Let e be an element of w for 
which Vi(e, y, z) defines a total function St on w; then 5$-,/Q k VA(e, [id]%, 
[&&). It follows that there is a sequence a’ of elements of q/Q such that 
%/% k w(e, [id],, [d&, 2). Since f is an isomorphism, range(f) k W(e, c, 
f ([6$), f (ci)). But therefore, since range(f) <A~& we have & k W(e, c, 
f ([Vd~ f (a-)). H ence JU k VA(e, c, f ([S&)). But also, J% k VA(e, c, 62&(c)); so, 
since Vi(e, y, z) determines a function on JU, we must have f([c5&) = Q”(c), 
and (3) is proved. 
Finally, suppose g : PJ% + range(f) is any isomorphism from sn,/% onto 
range(f). Since range(f) k Gj(Az) Arithmetic, it follows from Theorem 2.13 that 
{U E o 1 U is A: and range(f) k ‘c E U’} is indeed a nonprincipal ultrafilter in 9$,, . 
Since g is an isomorphism onto range(f), g-’ : range(f) + sn”,/‘% is an isomorph- 
ism from range(f) onto 9”/“u. Consequently g-’ of is an automorphism of 9J%. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.11, g-’ of is the identity map on &/%; hence g = f. It 
remains only to see that Q = {U G w ( U is Ai A range(f) b ‘c E U’}. Let U be a 
AZ subset of w such that range(f) b ‘c E U’; and let vU be the characteristic 
function of II: vu(x) = 1 if x E 17, #J&C) = 0, otherwise. Let e E w be such that 
V!,(e, y, z) defines IJJ” in o. Then range(f) k VA(e, c, l), since range(f) k ‘c E U’. 
It follows that PJ% != V,!,(e, [id],, f-‘(l)); so, since f To is the identity map on w, 
we have %“;,/a k Vj,(e, [id],, 1). By Lemma 2.2, this implies that U 2 an element 
of %; hence U E Du. Since we are dealing with ultrafilters, {U E o 1 U is 
Ajl A range(f) I= ‘c E U’} c % is equivalent to {U E o 1 U is Ajl A range(f) k ‘c E 
U’} = ‘3, and (4) is established. Cl 
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Remarks. (a) Parts (l), (2) and (4) of Theorem 2.14 do not actually require the 
condition JU k %!(A:) Arithmetic. 
(b) Let Jt k %l(Az) Arithmetic, & # w; and let c E I&l - w. The ultrafilter al, 
defined in Theorem 2.13 is called the A$type of c in JI. It is a straightforward 
consequence of Theorems 2.13 and 2.14(4) that if c’ E (c)>, c’ #c, and 
(c’)$ = (c)> (e.g., if c’ = 2” holds in &), then %,, # a,. At the same time, of 
course, Sn/qC = Snf aC.. 
Remark (b) merits reformulation as a theorem about the size of isomorphism 
classes. 
2.15. Theorem. TO each nonprincipal A: ultrafilter % there correspond exact& &, 
other nonprincipal Ajl ultrafilters ‘W such that 9=,/ %’ z 9JW 
Proof. Suppose Sn/%’ is isomorphic to ,CF,,/% viaf. Then the AZ-type off([id],.) 
in %/% is a’. But Sn/oU has only countably many elements; hence there are at 
most KC, 91’ that can yield 5%;,/%’ = gn,/%. To see that there are least &, such Ou’, 
consider the sequence o of elements [id]%, 21idlr, 22’id’*, . . . of elements of 
&/%. The terms of (T are mutually distinct, and if c is any one of them, then 
(C)&Q = %I%. Hence, as observed in Remark (b), if c and c’ are any two 
distinct terms of a, then 021, # Ou,. and SJ(?& = %J QCV = .!%J %. 0 
Remark. It is, in fact, possible to show that if U E % and o - IJ is infinite, then 
there is a nonprincipal At ultrafilter %’ such that o - U E Du’ and S$;,l”u’ 5 Sn 1%. 
We now proceed to generalize to all n 3 1 the fundamental embedding and 
definability results proved in [ll] for the case n = 1; in addition we shall 
determine, as in [ll] for n = 1, the exact level of arithmetical correctness of 
$$I%, % any nonprincipal ultrafilter in .C?&. We begin with a simple result not 
actually stated (for n = 1) in [ll], but certainly implicit there. 
2.16. Proposition. Let JU be a countable nonstandard model of @(AZ) 
Arithmetic. Then there is a monotone sequence &, E .& s 4 E - . . of substruc- 
tures of JU such that 
(i) each J& is isomorphic to a Al) ultrapower, 
(ii) 4. -~~~.&+r for all i E CO, and 
(iii) JU = Uieo pi. 
Proof. Let mo, ml, . . . be a listing of the elements of I&l - w. If (m,,)$ = JU, 
then by Theorem 2.13 we need only set J& = (m,)‘& for all i. Otherwise, let i. be 
the least i such that mi $ (mo)>. Then, clearly, (m,)‘& G (2”“3”8~~)$ and 
miO E ( 2m03m1~) ‘& Moreover, by the definition of (2m03m8~~)> and Theorem 2.9, the 
AZ &-functions are just the restrictions to (2’““3”~~)‘& of the AZ .&-functions, and 
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so (m,)> is the closure, in ( 2”“3”8~)>, of {mo} under the A:( 2m”3m1n)“,- 
functions; hence (mo)% <Ai (2”“3”‘~)>. If (2”“3”@)“, = 4, then, once again 
applying Theorem 2.13, we may take Jt$ = (mo)> and Aj = (2m03mi(~)> for all 
i > 0. It is clear that this procedure can be repeated indefinitely, and that the end 
result (perhaps requiring o steps) is a sequence (& ) i E w ) satisfying conditions 
(i), (ii) and (iii). •i 
Both the next theorem and its proof are straightforward generalizations of 
corresponding entries in [ll] for the case n = 1. In saying that a substructure A’ 
of an Z-structure & is g(Ajl) complete in 4, we mean that Jbcb @ += Mb r$ 
whenever $ is a a(Aji) sentence of y,&.,. 
2.17. Theorem. Let Ju be any countable nonstandard model of i?a(Ai) 
Arithmetic. Then, for any n such that 1 G n s k, there is a Ajl ultrapower 9, / % 
and an isomorphic copy AC’ of Jbc such that (i) Jcc’ E sn,/% and (ii) JU’ is a(A$ 
complete in 9jn;,l%. 
Proof (following [ll]). Let a,, al, . . . be a listing of lM/u(. Let q(i, x) be a 
recursive function from w2 into w that gives, for each i and x in w, the largest 
power q(i, x) to which the ith prime number pi divides the number X. Let TM 
denote the complete theory of JU in the language X,&,. Expand y,,,, to Ze;, by 
the adjunction of one additional constant E. Finally, let q?(i, x, y) be a A: 
y-predicate that defines, in w, the function v(i, x) =y; and let $* be the 
Z&-theory & U { Y(i, E, ii;) 1 ai E I.&i/ - w}. Clearly, every finite subset of y* is 
satisfiable in &; so, by compactness y* has a model .M*. If c is the denotation of 
E in Ju*, consider (c)z., the closure of {c} in A* under all AZ &*-functions. 
(This is where we begin to use the assumption that n 4 k.) Let A = w U 
y/ aj E (.Ml - w&a,! = the denotation of Cs, in A*}. Then, clearly, .&, = (A, 
AxA, . lAxA) is an isomorphic copy of M sitting inside A*; moreover, 
“4<4*, since .,U* k $A. It is furthermore evident that 4, E (c)‘& By Theorem 
2.13 (again, note k 3 n), (c)” &. is isomorphic to a AZ ultrapower $“,/a; let f be a 
witnessing isomorphism. We can assume, with no loss of generality, that in fact it 
is s”;,/% itself that sits inside A*, in place of its isomorph (c)‘&; then f(_&J 
is in the role of its isomorph .&,. But then, applying Theorem 2.9, we 
have sn;,/% <6113u*; and we also have f(.&,) < .&*. Suppose b,, . . . , b, are 
in f(.&,) and sn;,loU F#(b,, . . . , b,), where @(x1, . . . , x,) is of the form 
BY, * ..3yjt(Xl,.-.9xl, Yl,..., Yj) with t a A): Z-predicate. Let d,, . . . , dj be 
elements of lgn;;,/%l such that ~~/oU~ z(b,, . . . , b,, d,, . . . , dj). Then, since 
&I%! <& Ju*, we also have that Jt* k t(b,, . . . , b,, d,, . . . , d,). Hence .M* != 
BY, . . .3Yj Z(bl, . . . , bl, yl, . . . , Yj); i.e., JR* k #(b,, . . . , b,). But f(&) -C A*; 
so, f (4) k @(b,, . . . , b,). Thus, f (4,) is $A:) complete in 5$,/%. Since 
f (.4&J = ~7, we may take .N = f (4,) and declare the theorem proved. Cl 
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Remarks. (1) We assumed for Theorem 2.17 that A # o. However, the result is 
trivially true for A = o as well, since o is a(Az) complete in any AZ ultrapower. 
(2) It will be seen on the basis of Corollary 2.19 that the condition n G k is 
essential for statement (ii) of Theorem 2.17: we could not allow n = k + 1 and at 
the same time save (ii), for general .AX. 
One of the most dramatic, and also useful, results in [ll] is [ll, Theorem 2.61, 
stating that there is a single @’ Z-predicate V(X) such that V(X) defines w both 
in o and in every A: ultrapower %i/% as well. This, of course, immediately gives 
rise to a particular @! sentence of 3 that is true in w but false in every .5&J%. 
Our next task is to extend this to a general ‘cut-off result applying to 
(nonprincipal) AZ ultrapowers for all n 5 1. The extension is the expected one. 
2.18. Theorem. Let % be any nonprincipal ultrafilter in SB,,. Then w is defined 
both in o and in 9J% by the following vj @A:) formula v,(w) of 2 
vy 32 vx [x < w + lV$, y, z)]. 
Proof. It is clear that q,(w) defines o in w. Let % be an arbitrary nonprincipal 
ultrafilter in 33”. If w E o and y. is some fixed element of gn:,l%, then, since 
Vi(x, y, z) determines a (partial) function of y for each fixed X, there can be only 
finitely many z E ].FFjJ%l such that Vj!(x,y,, z) holds in &/“u with X< w; thus 
there must be some z, E I&/%] such that x < w*~V~(.x, yo, zo) holds in @J%. 
So, w E w j .FJ”u b q”(w). Suppose, on the other hand, that w E l%J%l - w. 
Since [id]% is a generator for SE”,/% under application of the AZ $n/%-functions, 
there exists for any y E I.PJoUl an element m(y) of w such that VA(m(y), [id],, y) 
holds in PJ%. Since m(y)<[id] %, this means that .Pjj”,I’%kl$~Jw), and the 
proof is complete. Cl 
2.19. Corollary. For each n 2 1, there is a fied l7z+2 Z-sentence C$ such that 
cu k C$ but r$ is false in every (nontrivial) A: ultrapower. 
Proof. Let vn(w) be as in Theorem 2.18, and take @ to be VW rj~~(w). 0 
In the course of proving Theorem 2.14, we remarked at one point on 
the existence of isomorphisms f : 9JoU + range(f) c gn/%‘, n 2 2, such that 
range(f) k,~ %j/%‘. We shall now proceed to verify this assertion, in the context 
of some general observations that can (with the aid of Corollary 2.19) be made 
about embeddings of AL ultrapowers sm/sl into AZ ultrapowers Tn / a’, where m 
and n may be, but are not necessarily, equal. Thus: 
2.20. Proposition. (1) For each pair m, n of positive integers, we have: 
(la) if 9,/4!& is any Aj), ultrapower, then there exists a AZ ultrapower SJOl& 
such that 9,,/%1 is isomorphic to a substructure of %,,I%; 
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(lb) if Snt,/s is any AZ ultrapower and m c n, then there is a (nontrivial) Ajl, 
ultrapower .9jjl%I such that SW / QI is isomorphic to a substructure of $n 1%; and 
(2) if f :9,/%,+Snn/% is an (into) isomorphism, then range(f) id% 
.YJoU, + msn+2andrange(f)<,;5FJ4’& j n<m+l. 
(3) If n 32, there exist AZ ultrapowers %E;;,l%, and Sj,;;,/%T& such that &“,/4!& is 
bomorphic to a submodel of S$ / “u, but .Fjj / %1 k A~ Sn / s. 
Proof. As to (la), let &I%, be given. Since %$,,I%, ka?l(A$ Arithmetic, %J%i 
satisfies all universal sentences true in o; hence, by a standard compactness 
argument, there is a countable model JU of TA and a function g : &I%,-, & 
such that g is an isomorphic injection. But by Theorem 2.17 there is an 
ultrapower y”,/s and a function h : .A4 + Sn,ls such that h is an isomorphic 
injection. Setting f = h og, we have (la). 
For (lb), since we are assuming m s n, we have only to choose c E l?Z$/%$( - 
o, form (c)$~,%~, and apply Theorem 2.13. 
To establish (2) first suppose f : 9J%, ---, 5$/s is an isomorphic injection and 
range(f) X6s$Js. If m >n + 2, i.e., m 5 n + 3, then, by Corollary 2.19, 
range(f) satisfies a flz+, sentence # that is false in sn”,/%. But this contradicts 
range(f) id~Z$J~. Next, assume range(f) x4! 5nnI%!c. Suppose, n>m+2. 
Then, it is easily seen that range(f) is closed under the class of A~+lS~;n/~- 
functions, so, by Theorem 2.8, range(f) i=~?l(A~+,) Arithmetic. Again, we have 
a contradiction to Corollary 2.19; hence, n s m + 1. 
The proof of (3) is an elaboration on the proof of Theorem 2.7. Recalling the 
latter proof, let % be a countable nonstandard model of TA and JU a model of 
$$A:) Arithmetic such that %’ G J4 and 5%’ is not existentially closed (i.e., a(Ay) 
complete) in JU. We recall that this implies that I%?1 is not closed under the class 
of A! &functions. By Proposition 2.16, % may be represented as the union 
Uiew &i of a monotone increasing sequence of (isomorphs of) AZ ultrapowers .4&, 
with &i <dz.&ci+l for all of i E w. NOW, Jbc may be assumed countable. (If the JU 
we started with is not countable, we need only select some finite subset A of l&l 
that witnesses in & a a(Ajl) sentence of Z,,,, not true in V, and close ICeI UA 
under the class of AZ .M-functions.) Finally, let sn;,/sl be a Ajl ultrapower 
including as a AZ-elementary submodel some isomorphic copy of .4X; Theorem 
2.17 ensures the existence of such an ultrapower. We claim that at least one of 
the &i’s must, though embedded in .?&I%, fail to be A$!-elementary in s,,/%. For 
otherwise, since % = lJiso JXi, with J& <dz./ui+r for all i, we would have (see, in 
this COnneCtiOn, ktKna 5 3) ‘G: ‘A; gn",/ % and hence % <A; &; but since % is not 
closed under the A$ &-functions, Theorem 2.9 implies %’ k,q.M. Statement (3) 
follows. 0 
Remarks. (1) Let % be any nonprincipal AE+k ultrafilter, n 2 1 and k 2 0. Then 
Ou tl %,, is a nonprincipal AZ ultrafilter, and is in fact the AZ-type of [id]% in 
$,,+J%. However, for each co-infinite U E % r153,,, there is an element of 
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lg,,+k/‘%l - o whose A:-type, in %,,+k I%, disagrees with Du rl a,, as to U: if 
f E %l+lc satisfies range(f) = o - U, then we have 9,,+,/(4.~l=‘[f]~ E o - U’, and 
so w - u E ou,,,,. Thus, in dealing with isomorphisms from ultrapowers into 
other ultrapowers, one must be a little wary of jumping to conclusions about the 
types of generators. 
(2) In regard to part (lb) of Proposition 2.20: there are, as we shall see in 
Section 3, A: ultrapowers that do not admit any substructures atisfying va(Az) 
Arithmetic for 12 > 1. 
3. Minimal and quasiminimal models 
3.1. Definition. Let J4 b $2(Az) Arithmetic, Jbl # o. & is minimal if 
VA’ [(A’ L V2(Az) Arithmetic & o # JU’ E 4) + .44’ = A]. 
.4 is quasiminimal if (VB)[(B G I&I & B #@ & B is closed under all A: 
.&functions) + (B, + rBxB, - rBxB) = A]. 
3.2. Theorem. (1) For n = 1, JU is minimal e 44 is quasiminimal. 
(2) For all n, each quasiminimal model of va(Az) Arithmetic is isomorphic to a 
A: ultrapower. Indeed, quasiminimality is, to within isomorphism, the same as 
being a At ultrapower gn,/% such that (Vc E I$nn/Ql - o)[@~/% = (c)$J. 
Proof. (1) JU is minimal j .4X is quasiminimal follows from Proposition 2.3 and 
Theorem 2.13. (This implication holds for arbitrary n.) For the other direction, 
suppose Jt k Va(Ay) Arithmetic and JH is quasiminimal. Let JU’ be a nonstandard 
model of i?$Ay) Arithmetic, with .A%’ c JY. It follows from Theorem 2.9(2) and 
the quasiminimality of JU that JU’ = Ju, provided we have 44 <,;A. But, as has 
been noted earlier, the latter relation is an immediate consequence of DPRM. 
(2) One direction is clear; for, by the very definition of quasiminimality, if 
%I% = (C>%“I% for every c E 1 gn”,/%?lI - w, then sn,/ % is a quasiminimal model of 
Vs(Ai) Arithmetic. For the converse, suppose .& is quasiminimal, and let 
CE I&] - o. Form (c)>. By Theorem 2.13, (c)2= sn”,loU,, for a certain 
ultrafilter 4!& in ‘~8~ and under an isomorphism f such that f(c) = [id],. By 
quasiminimality, however, (c)% = A. It remains to check that if [c?;],~E 
l%l%Cl - w, then %,I% = ([Sp],>&,. So let [&!lq be an arbitrary element of 
]$m/%C,l. Let c’, c” be elements of (c)$ such that f(c’) = [8JQC and f(c”) = 
[&I%. Let S”, be a A: function with VA-index e such that &$&(c’) = c”; such a S”, 
must exist, since otherwise (c’ being nonstandard) (c’)% would be a proper, 
nontrivial substructure of JU closed under all Ajl A-functions. We then have 
Jib Vi(e, c’, c”), and hence sn”,/QC b VA(e, [bj$+ [6$&. But this means that 
[8;(]%= S~“‘“c([S~]&, in sn,l%&. 0 
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Remark. At the end of Section 4, we shall apply a theorem of Dimitracopoulos 
and Paris to conclude that minimal models of %i(Az) Arithmetic do not, in fact, 
exist for n 3 2. 
Hirschfeld observed in [ll, Section 4.41 that there are continuously many 
quasiminimal models of g!l(A’$ Arithmetic. We shall extend this result to all 
n 3 1. First, however, we wish to take note of a property that is at least as 
restrictive as quasiminimality, namely, the property of ‘tameness’ introduced (in 
the case n = 1) by Barback in [l] ( see also [17]). Barback’s notion was formulated 
in the context of isof theory, more specifically regressive isol theory; however, as 
noted in [17], it can be reformulated (via [ll, 211) to refer instead to A’: 
ultrapowers. Going even further in this direction, one may first drop the 
requirement of regressiveness on the isols entering into the original formulation, 
and then leave (ordinary) isol theory behind altogether by replacing 93, by C!Z& in
the ultrapower-theoretic reformulation. In this way we are led to the following 
definition. 
3.3. Definition. Let n be a positive integer, and let sn”,/% be a A: ultrapower. 
sn;,/% is said to be a tame n-model if, for each Aj: function 67, there is a set U E % 
such that ST rU is nondecreasing. 
Later in the present section, we shall verify that in the case n = 1, Definition 
3.3 agrees to within isomorphisms with Barback’s original concept of ‘tame 
model’. 
It has been noted by Erik Ellentuck (unpublished; private communication) that 
all tame l-models are quasiminimal. We shall first extend that observation to 
arbitrary n, and then verify the existence of an abundance of tame n-models, 
n > 1. The following lemma is a generalization to all n 2 1 of a fact observed, in 
the A: case, by Ellentuck; our proof is a routine generalization of an argument 
pointed out by Robert Byerly for the case n = 1. (In the terminology of the 
theory of arbitrary ultrafilters in 2”, the lemma can be read as saying that the Ai 
ultrafilters yielding tame n-models are, in a very strong sense, ‘selective’.) 
3.4. Lemma. Let 52 be a nonprincipal Ajl ultrajilter with the property that 
(vf E .9$j)(3U E %)[f ro is nondecreasing]. Then (Vf E &)(3V E %)[f Iv is 
constant v f TV is strictly increasing]. 
Proof. Given f E Sn, let U, be an element of % on which f is nondecreasing. If 
range(f rU,) is finite, then U, is the disjoint union of finitely many Ajl sets Ui, 
1 c i s k, on each of which f is constant. By Sublemma 2.11(d), at least one of 
these sets Vi is in 41. So, suppose range(f rUI> is infinite. Let aO, a,, a*, . . . be the 
enumeration in strictly increasing order of the elements of Uf; and let b,( = a”), 
bl, bz, . . . be the enumeration in strictly increasing order of those ai’s at which f 
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changes value. (Thus, if bi =a, and bi+I = u~+~, then f(a,+,) >f(u,) while 
f(uk) =f(ui) for r sj <k < r + m.) Clearly, both ai and bi are A: functions of i. 
Let Bi denote the set i+ n [bi, bi+l), for all i E o. Then it is easy to see that there 
exists a AZ function g(x) such that (i) g(m) = 0 if m $ U,, (ii) g(x) is strictly 
decreasing on Bi, for all i E w, and (iii) g(bi) <g(x) for all x E Bi+l. By the 
assumption of the lemma, there is a set V E % such that g is nondecreasing on V; 
without loss of generality, we may assume V E UP By the conditions on g, it 
follows that card(V f~ Bi) 6 1 holds for all i E w. Hence, f is strictly increasing on 
V, and we are done. 0 
3.5. Theorem. For every n 3 1: if Sn,/% is u tame n-model, then SE / 4~ is u 
quasiminimal model of $3 (AZ) Arithmetic. 
Proof. Let [6ylq be a nonstandard element of 9JoU. By Lemma 3.4, there is a 
set V E ‘% such that 67 is strictly increasing, and hence one-to-one, on V. So, 
there is a AZ function 6: such that (6:o 67) Iv = id TV. Thus, [6:0 S;ly = [id], 
holds in .%“;,l”u. But [SZoaJQ = S:96’“([Sy],), from which it follows that the 
closure of {[Sy]%}, in 55,/a, under the class of all Ajl $,/%-functions is all of 
Z&/q. Thus P”;,loU is quasiminimal. Cl 
3.6. Theorem. For each n Z= 1, there exists a family of 2%” mutually nontiomorphic 
tame n-models. 
Proof. We define, in stages, a tree 9 of infinite Ai sets, as indicated in the 
following diagram: 
9 will be a complete binary-branching tree; the nodes of 9 will be infinite A): 
sets; the relation between each successor node and its immediate predecessor will 
be that the former is a subset of the latter; and it will be arranged that 
jI < j2 < 2k j Ui fl Vi”, = 0, for all k 3 1. The nodes on a given branch of 5 will 
turn out to form a collection of A: sets that is extendible to a nonprincipal A’,’ 
ultrafilter. At Stage s + 1 of the construction, we simply work to ensure that (a) 5 
has the properties mentioned above, and (b) the function S: is either constant on 
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UT or strictly increasing on Ui, i < 2”. The procedure employed is a very 
well-known and often used one; i.e., it is ‘standard’. 
Stage 0. Declare w as the root of 9. 
Stage 1. Set VA={2x+lIx~er} and V:={~XIXEO}. For i=O, 1, do the 
following: if range(b;f rV;) is finite, set Ui = Sf, where S_! is an infinite Ajl subset of 
Vi on which S;t is constant; otherwise, set Ui = Rf where R,? is an infinite AZ 
subset of V! on which S;l is strictly increasing. 
Stage s + 1, s 2 1. We assume the following to hold at the conclusion of Stage 
s:U&..., &_, have been defined as infinite, A:, mutually disjoint sets, with 
the property that if s > 1, then Ui U Us E UO-‘, U; U U; c Us-‘, . . . , U&_, U 
U&, G U&?_,. Let V;T1 and Vs;., be infinite, disjoint, Ai subsets of UT, 
O<j < 2” - 1. For each i in the range 0 G i c 2”+l- 1, do the following: if 
range(b:lV;+l) is finite, set e+i = Sf”, where .!$+l is an infinite A: subset of 
Vg” on which S,” is constant; otherwise, set UT+l= RT+l where R;+’ is an infinite 
AJi subset of Vf+l on which 6: is strictly increasing. 
That is all there is to the construction, and it is clear that the w’s, thus defined, 
do indeed form a tree Y as specified at the beginning of the proof. 
Claim 1. For each branch b of 9, the collection {w, Ui,, Vi’,, . . .} of nodes of b 
can be extended to a nonprincipal ultrafilter in .%I,,. 
Proof of Claim 1. Since the Uj,‘s that lie on b form a monotone decreasing 
sequence of infinite sets, they enjoy the finite intersection property. Thus if we 
adjoin to {o, Vi,, Ui, . . . } all co-finite subsets of o, we obtain a filterbase in &!&, 
any ultrafilter extension of which must be nonprincipal. Cl 
Claim 2. For any branch b of Y, let Qt, be a nonprincipal ultrafilter in 33” such that 
ai? 2 (0, Ui:, Ui’,, * . .} = the set of nodes of b. Then 9n /Qt, is a tame n-model. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let S”, be any element of gn. It is clear from the construction 
that there must be a node UF, of b (in fact, Vi, = Ui:,‘) such that S”, either strictly 
increases on U;, or else is constant thereon. But this is precisely what is required 
for Claim 2. Cl 
To complete the proof of the theorem, it remains only to apply Theorem 2.15 
to the fact that 9 has 2% branches, no two of which can extend to the same 
ultrafilter in 9&. 0 
In view of Theorems 3.2 and 3.5, we have at once the following corollary to 
Theorem 3.6. 
3.7. Corollary. There exists a family of 2% mutually nonisomorphic minimal 
models of vj (A:) Arithmetic. 
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It is worth emphasizing that if & is a quasiminimal model of ~~(A~,,) 
Arithmetic, n, k 3 1, then & is not a quasiminimal model of p2(Aji) Arithmetic. 
This follows from Proposition 2.3, Corollary 2.19 and Theorem 3.2(2). In 
precisely the same way, no quasiminimal model of vj(Af) Arithmetic can be a 
model, quasiminimal or otherwise, of ~f&A~+,) Arithmetic, k > 1. Thus, as n 
ranges over o - (0) we obtain mutually disjoint families of structures via 
Theorem 3.6. Likewise, if a/% is a quasiminimal arithmetical ultrapower, it 
cannot be quasiminimal for $2(AE) Arithmetic, n E o - (0). (By minor mod- 
ification of our proof of Theorem 3.6, we can produce the corresponding result 
for arithmetical ultrapowers. The reader wishing to consider quasiminimality in a 
richer setting than ours should, however, consult [lo, Section 31.) 
To conclude this section, we propose to verify an assertion made earlier: the 
tame l-models coincide, to within isomorphism, with the ‘tame models’ of [l]. It 
will be necessary to begin by reviewing some material concerning isols and their 
connection with recursive ultrapowers. For the basics (both terminological and 
propositional) of isol theory, and, more narrowly, of regressive isol theory, the 
reader may consult [16], especially chapters 2, 3, 5, 11 and 12; for our present 
purposes, it will suffice to draw attention to a few of the properties enjoyed by 
certain special subsemirings of the semiring A of all isols. 
The first thing to recall is the existence of a ‘canonical’ extension procedure 
(due to Nerode, generalizing an earlier procedure invented by John Myhill) that 
lifts each relation R G o/‘ to a relation R,, c A&, and, in particular, lifts each 
partial function p(Z) : cok + w to a partial function p,,(x) : Ak + A, in such a way 
that R,, To* = R (so that pn rot =p, in the special case of a k-ary partial function). 
If ‘AR’ is used to denote the set of all regressive isols, then it is a theorem due to 
Barback that, if f : o +- o is a nondecreasing recursive function, then fn is defined 
on all of AR and fn(AR) c AR. 
In [21], Nerode established the existence of infinite isols X such that f,\(X) is 
defined for all A: functions f : w+ co. (In general, the existence of an isol 2 such 
that (Y, Z) ~f~, Y being an infinite element of A, is guaranteed only when f 
belongs to the special class of recursive functions known as combinatorial 
functions; see [6,16].) Nerode further showed in [21] that each such X generates 
a subsemiring N(X) of A that is isomorphic to a A: ultrapower; and in fact it 
follows from results in [21] that we may assume X E AR without affecting the 
underlying ultrafilter. Indeed, we learn from [21] that the class of A: ultrapowers 
is (to within isomorphisms) exactly the same as the class of all ‘Nerode semirings’ 
N(X), X E AR. In [l], Barback introduced a special class of Nerode semirings, 
namely, those N(X)‘s that are obtainable by the application, to some infinite 
regressive isol Y, of just those fA for which f is a nondecreasing A: function. Thus: 
a Nerode semiring N(X) is (in the terminology of [l]) a tame model if there is an 
isol Y E AR fl N(X) such that N(X) = {fA(Y) ( f : co+ o is a nondecreasing A’,’ 
function}. (This is not the way Barback actually defined his ‘tame models’, but 
results in [l] show it to be an equivalent formulation.) Since A:’ ultrapowers are 
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models of v!i(Ay) Arithmetic, we have N(X) k$j(Ay) Arithmetic for every 
Nerode semiring N(X). 
Despite the fact that Barback’s notion of ‘tame model’ and our definition of 
‘tame l-model’ both arise by restricting S, to the subclass of nondecreasing A: 
functions, we cannot automatically conclude that the two concepts are structurally 
equivalent. We need a link between the functions (sf), where S; is nondecreas- 
ing, on the one hand, and the elements [8;Jg of a tame l-model, on the other. 
This link is provided by the following lemma, the proof of which uses DPRM in 
conjunction with the so-called Basic Nerode Metatheorem (for which see [16, 
Chapter 121). 
3.8. Lemma. Let T E A be a semiring of isols such that T k@l(A’:) Arithmetic. 
Then the functions F: rk* r that are A: in the sense of r are precisely the 
functions f* rp, f a A: function from gk into w. In particular, this is the case when 
r = a Nerode semiring N(X). 
Proof. See [18, Lemma 21. Cl 
As a final bit of preparation, we observe that by combining the Basic Nerode 
Metatheorem with (a) Barback’s result that AR E domain(h) & h,,(&) E AR 
whenever h is a nondecreasing A: function and (b) the fact that any A:’ function is 
the difference of two nondecreasing (in fact, combinatorial) A:’ functions, one 
easily obtains the following lemma. 
3.9. Lemma. Let IV(X) be a Nerode semiring with X E AR. Then N(X) G AR. 
Now we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
3.10. Theorem. Every tame l-model is isomorphic to a tame model N(X), 
X E AR, and conversely. 
Proof. First, suppose the Nerode semiring N(X) is tame, with X E AR. We shall 
assume that X is in fact a ‘tame generator’ for N(X), i.e., (VY E f+J(X))[Y = 
g,,(X) for some nondecreasing g E %,I. Note that since N(X) is a Nerode 
semiring, h,,(X) is defined for all h E 9,; thus, for all h E 9, we have h,,(X) = 
g,(X) for some nondecreasing g E 4. By [21], there is a A(,’ ultrapower 9,/% that 
is isomorphic to N(X); let W: N(X)+ %,“,/a be a witnessing isomorphism. 
Examination of Nerode’s proof of the existence of such a IJJ [21, proof of 
Theorem 4.61 shows that we may assume @ to be such that v(g,,(X)) = [g], 
holds for each g E 9,. But for each g f 5,) there is a nondecreasing function 
g’ E 9, such that g;(X) = g,,(X). (This follows from our assumption that N(X) is 
tame.) Thus, [g$ = v(gi(X)) = W(g,,(X)) = [g]%. g is therefore nondecreasing 
on some element of %, and so S,,l% is a tame l-model. 
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For the other direction, suppose $,/oU is a tame l-model. Applying [21], let 
YE AR be such that %J% = IV(Y), with # : 4/Q+ N(Y) a witnessing isomorph- 
ism. Let X = @([id],). By Lemma 3.9, X E AR. We propose to show that 
N(Y) = {(#)*(X) I 6; is nondecreasing}. Suppose [6jlq E ~~JoU( - w. Then, 
since %JoU is a tame l-model, 6; is nondecreasing on some set U E 0%; moreover, 
range(6f rLI) must be infinite. We claim that #([Sjlq) = (S;),,(X); since 9 maps 
@i/Q onto all of N(Y), and since there is an everywhere nondecreasing A': 
function h such that h rU = ~5) I,,, this claim will suffice for completion of the 
proof. Let 2(x, y) be a z”: Z-predicate defining 6; in w. Then sl”,/% k E([id],, 
[a;]%). Hence IV(Y) k E(X, @([sf],)). But therefore, by Lemma 3.8, @([8&J = 
(S,‘),,(X). Letting h be a A: function that is nondecreasing on w and such that 
h lU = 6; rU (and hence [h]% = [6&), we can repeat the foregoing argument 
assuming that 2 defines h rather than S;; the result is that $([$I,) = $([h]%) = 
hn(X). (The existence of a function h with the indicated properties is a routine 
exercise.) If m E w, let k, be the function on w whose value is m for all x E w; 
then (k,),,(X) = m. Thus N(Y) = {(s;),,(X) 1 8; is nondecreasing}, and we are 
done. Cl 
4. CofInaI embeddings, endextensions and related matters 
4.1. Theorem. Every A: ultrapower is isomorphic to a proper, cojinal, At- 
elementary substructure of some other Ajl ultrapower. 
Proof. Let sn,/% be a AZ ultrapower, and let Ts;.,% be the complete theory of 
PJ% in the language Z,~~,~,. Let 58’ be JZ,~~,‘p(, augmented by one additional 
constant E; let (5,, be a constant of Z,sn,a, denoting the element [id]% of 9,/Q; and 
let T’ be the theory T*“,, U {ii #E I ii E Z,Fn,w, - 2) U {6,< E < 2&,}. By com- 
pactness, T’ has a (countable) model JU. Since gJ% Lva(AE) Arithmetic, 
J+! L 92(AE) Arithmetic. Now, gn;,/ ‘% is isomorphically embedded in A us an 
elementary substructure. Let f : PJ% + A be an elementary embedding. Then 
f([id]%) is a generator for X= f(&/%), relative to the class of A: N-functions. 
Let c be the denotation of E in A; then c $1X1. Since X< JU, it is certainly the 
case that X<,!.M; and, of course, X~$?l(A~) Arithmetic, since $“;,l% does. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.9, IX] is closed under all AZ A-functions, and the 
AZ &-functions are just the extensions to .M of the AZ N-functions. Now let 
b = 2c32f([idlr), and consider (b )‘& Clearly, X is a proper substructure of (b)“,; 
moreover, by Theorem 2.13, (b )> is isomorphic to a A: ultrapower. By 
Theorem 2.9 and the definition of (b)$, the A: (b)‘$-functions are just the 
restrictions to (b)> of the AZ &-functions, which in turn, as we have seen, are 
the extensions to & of the AZ .M-functions. Hence, the AZ N-functions are the 
restrictions to X of the A: (b)>-functions, and thus a final application of 
Theorem 2.9 shows that X<,z (b)‘& Since AZ-elementariness and cofinality are 
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isomorphism invariants of substructures, it remains only to show that X is cofinal 
in (b)“,. c Now, plainly, we have that b = 2 3 WWM < ~2fWld~2fWld holds in 
(b )>. Further, it is clear that if 67 is nondecreasing and x,, c y0 holds in (b )‘&, 
then ~~,(b)~(x,,) c ~~~(b)~ (yO); for, the statement Vx Vy [x <y + 67(x) =z 6,“(y)] 
can obviously be formulated as an o-true Va(Ajl) sentence. Thus, if h is an 
arbitrary element of 5j, and we define g(x) = CYGx h(y), then in (b); we have 
h (bY&(2c32fWld) ~g(b)lu(2c32f(Iidl~))~g (b)~c(22f([idl.u))(32f([idlo)) E J_ 
(Here, of course, we are also using the fact that since w kVx(h(x) cg(x)), we 
have (b)“,kVx(h(x)sg(x)) as well.) Since every element of (6)“, has the form 
htb)%(b) for some h E Sj,;,, it follows that X is cofinal in (b )“,, and we are 
done. q 
4.2. Definition. Let JY, .& be Z-structures, with Xc JU. By COF,(X) (the 
cofinality of X in .4) we mean the set {x E ].M] ) (3y E 1X1)(x s y)}. 
4.3. Theorem. Let X and & be models of gj(Az) Arithmetic, with X<,;Jt. 
Then COF,(X) kv?i(Az) Arithmetic, and COF,(X) <,,.M 
Proof. By Theorem 2.9, it suffices to show that COF&(X) is closed under the 
application of AZ A-functions. So, let f : cd‘+= w be a AZ function; and let 
a,, * * * , uk E ICOFM(X)l. Let bi 2 Ui hold for 1 c i s k, each bi being an element 
of IX]; then 2’l. - .pp is an element of (XI that simultaneously bounds all of 
41,. . . , &, Define: gf(x) = c,,,, ,___, ,,S,f (x1, . . . , xk). Then gf is nondecreasing 
on o, a property that, as noted earlier, can be expressed as a v?l(Az) o-truth. 
Hence gf” and gf” are nondecreasing, on their respective domains. But, in 
addition, the statement 
VXl. . .tlxk&. ..vyk[(X1~yylA”.AXk~yk)-) 
f(x17 * * . , xk) c gf (2” . . . pp)] 
is (logically equivalent to) a 33(Az) w-truth, and therefore, holds in both Ju and 
&. So, in J& we have that fkl(aI, . . . , &)<gT(2”’ . .pp); moreover, 
gT(2b’ * . .pp”) E IKI since (by Theorem 2.9(2)) the closure of IX] under A)3. &- 
functions follows from X<,g& & Xk va(AE) Arithmetic. Thus f &(a,, . . . , ak) E 
]COF,(.@(, and the proof is complete. 0 
4.4. Corollary. Let X be any countable model of TA. Then there ex&s an 
elementary extension Jbc of X and a Ajl ultrapower Fn;,l”u so that SO,/% is a 
AZ-elementary endextension of an isomorphic copy of Jl. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.17, there exists an isomorphic copy X’ of X and a Ajl 
ultrapower sn”,/% so that #’ < A$ $J%. By Theorem 4.3, COF,,,(X’) XAp PJOU. 
By Gaifman’s theorem on cofinal extensions [9, Theorem 31, COF,,,(X’) is an 
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elementary extension of X’. Since $j”,/% is obviously an endextension of 
COF,,,(X’), our corollary follows upon taking .N to be the result of replacing 
X’ by X inside COF,,,(Jlr’). 0 
Remark. As we shall see further along in this section, Corollary 4.4 cannot be 
‘reversed’ to position .5$/a as an initial segment of JU. It will be shown, in 
particular, that a A: ultrapower cannot be a proper initial segment of a model of 
the li$ theorems of formal (i.e., Peano) arithmetic. 
Can an isomorphic copy of a A: ultrapower sit cofinally inside an Z-structure 
that satisfies a fragment of true arithmetic of level ~?j(A~+,) or higher? Our next 
sequence of results provides a partial answer; in the case n = 1, the answer turns 
out to be complete. The following domination lemma is routine; accordingly, we 
shall omit the proof. 
4.5. Lemma. Let h be a fixed element of .F,,+1. Then there exists a function 
g E 9jj+1 such that (Vf E 9Q(3 mf E NW 2 m&(i) >f M))l. 
4.6. Lemma. Let 9~+1/% be a Az+I ultrapower; and let c E lS,,+J%l - CO. Then 
(c)$._+,,a is not cojinal in Sm,J%. 
Proof. Let c = h%+l’%([idlq), where h E 9n+1; and let g be related to h as in 
Lemma 4.5. We claim that $J,+i/oU k [g]% > a, for all a E (c)$~+,,~. For any such 
a, there is a function Sy such that c5~in,~+1’c(c) = (Gy,R+l’LP(oh%+l’Q)([id]q) = a.
Now, {i 1 o kg(i) > (sj’oh)(i)} is cofinite and hence is a member of %. Therefore, 
by Lemma 2.2, [g]% > [6yoh],. But, again by Lemma 2.2, [6j’ohly = (6yP9+1’q~ 
hs+l’q)([id],) = a, and we are done. 0 
4.7. Theorem. Let .JU be any model of $~(A~+,) Arithmetic, and let c E I.Ml - w. 
Then (c)‘& is not cojinal in ~44. 
Proof. Consider (c)z’. By Theorem 2.13, there is a AZ,, ultrapower %,,+,/oU 
such that (c)T’= %j,+i/@U; let f: (c)z’+ gn+,/% be a witnessing isomorphism 
(in fact, relative to $,+i/% as range, the witnessing isomorphism; cf. Theorem 
2.14). Suppose (c)‘& is cofinal in .M; then it is certainly also cofinal in (c)c’. 
Hence f((c)>) is cofinal in sn+i /aU. If we can show that f ((c)>) E (f (c))$n+,,a, 
then, by Lemma 4.6, we shall have a contradiction (to the assumption that (c)> 
is cofinal in .M). But (c)> <4; (c)z’; hence, f ((c)>) ~~2 .ZFn+J%. By Theorem 
2.9, however, we therefore have not only f((c)‘&) E (f (c))gn+,,% but, in fact, 
f(mt) = (f(c)) $“+,,%. Hence, assuming (c)‘& to be cofinal in &, we obtain the 
cofinality of cf(c))$~+,,~ in gn+i /%. This, however, contradicts Lemma 4.6, and 
the theorem follows. Cl 
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The following consequence of Theorem 4.7 answers a question raised in [20], 
concerning the possibility of cofinally embedding a recursive ultrapower in a 
countable nonstandard model of TA. 
4.8. Corollary. No A: ultrapower can be isomorphic to a cofinal substructure of a 
model of %(A;) Arithmetic. 
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that $,/a =X E .AY, where .AY kGa(A$) Arith- 
metic and X is cofinal in JX. Let f : &“ll% -X witness such an embedding, and 
consider f ([id]%). Since, by DPRM, we have X<,, (IA, it follows from Theorem 
2.9 (or, if one prefers, from [ll, Theorem 1.81) that X = (f ([id],)“,. But this, by 
Theorem 4.7, is impossible, and we conclude that in fact no such embedding can 
exist. Cl 
Remark. The message of Theorem 4.7 is that no Aj) ultrapower admits a 
AZ-elementary cofinal embedding into a model of 3a(AE+,) Arithmetic. (Whether 
removal of the AZ-elementarity condition renders cofinal embedding possible in 
case n 2 2 is, as far as we know, an open question.) There are also limitations, 
relating to Gaifman’s cofinality theorem [9, Theorem 31, on what kinds of 
Z-structures are cofinally embeddable in Ai ultrapowers. One such result that is 
obvious in light of [9, Theorem 31 and Corollary 2.19 is that no countable model 
of PA is cofinally embeddable in &I’%, n 2 1. Another, following directly from 
[19, Lemma 3.31, is this: if &kQa(Ag) Arithmetic, & countable, then JU is not 
cofinally embeddable in any A’: ultrapower. An interesting question is whether A$ 
can be replaced by Ai in this last result. 
We now turn to questions concerning endextension. Our first three results will 
be formulated in terms of the following ‘covering’ concept. 
4.9. Definition. Let Jcc, X be nonstandard, linearly ordered Z-structures, with 
Jcc EN. .N is said to be a dense cover of .& in case we have: if a E 1.41, b E 1.41, 
a <b and (a, b)a = {x ( x E [Al & a <x <b} is infinite, then (1X1 fl (a, b)J - 
I.441 f 0. 
(I.e., between any two elements of JU that are infinitely far apart there occurs a 
‘new’ element, courtesy of N.) 
4.10. Theorem. Let 9JoU be a At ultrapower, n 2 1; and suppose S,,f “u <Al!&, 
where 4 tk an J&structure such that JI k @A:) Arithmetic + LIT”, ,, Lfl,,, being 
the Least Element Schema for a,, Z-formulae with parameters. Then either 
9J %! is cofinal in 4 or else .h4 is a dense cover of 9$,/Q. 
Proof. Suppose @“/% is not cofinal in .&. Let b E IJtcl be such that b >x for every 
x E lsn/%l. Assume, for an argument by reductio ad absurdum, that JU is not a 
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dense cover of 9J%. Let a, and a2 be elements of l&/%1 such that a, <a*, 
(a,, u~_)~“,~ is infinite, and no element of l&l - l.?+JoUI lies between a, and u2. 
The V(Az) assertion Vi Vj Vk Vk’ [(VA(i, j, k) A Vk(i, j, k’))+ k = k’] is, of 
course, true in w; hence it is true in A. Recall that Vf,(x, y, z) has the form 
35 W(x, y, z, G), where W is a AZ JZ?-predicate. Let W(X) be the zz+, 5&,- 
predicate defined as follows: 
O(X) e By < & Vi <X VZ < d [cii < y A lW(i, [id]%, y, Z)]. 
We claim that w(x) defines w in .M. First, suppose x E w. Since, for each i, 
Vx(i, [id]%, z) determines UC most one z in A, whereas { y 1 y E IZPjj;n/%l & 
a, C y < u2} is infinite, we clearly have J% k W(X). Conversely, suppose JZY k o(x). 
Let yo, a, <y. < u2, be a witness to this. Since (I&l - I$,/%l) n (a,, a& = 0, we 
have yoe 19J’%I. But [id]% is a generator, via Af15n/%functions, of Tn,/%; thus, 
there is an element io of o, and with it a sequence a’ of elements of I Sn;,l%I, such 
that %F,IQk W(io, [id]%, yo, a-). Since W is Ajl and 9n / % x~;J& we have 
dk W(io, [id]%, YO, Z). But, since a’< b, this is a contradiction unless x 6 io. 
Therefore x G io, and so x E o. 
o(x) therefore defines w in A, from which it follows that .AX - w is defined in 
& by the ZZZ,, (with p arameters) predicate lw(x). But this is absurd, since 
Al= LIlE,,. We conclude that A is, after all, a dense cover of 9JQ. •i 
4.11. Corollary. Zf Ju is any model of ~fl(A~+,) Arithmetic and c E (&I - w, then 
(c)> is densely covered by Jcc. 
Proof. Any model JU of 3a(AO,+,) Arithmetic satisfies the Induction Schema, 
Zg+l, for z”,+i 9-formulae, since each instance of that schema is a ZZH,, 9- 
sentence, and each ZZE+s z-sentence is true in any model of va(Az+2) Arith- 
metic. But, by the Kirby-Paris schema-equivalences ( ee [22, Proposition l]), if 
&Zzo,+, then JU k LIIE,,. Thus, if we simply replace (c)‘&, within JU, by its 
isomorph sn;,/9?& as provided by Theorem 2.13, the resulting structure JU’ will be 
a model of 6(Az) Arithmetic+LZZz+, that is a AZ-elementary extension of 
sn;,l%=. Hence, by Theorem 4.10, either sn;,/%,, is cofinal in JU’ or else %“I%, is 
densely covered by A’. But, by Theorem 4.7, 5%“,/%, cannot be cofinal in .AX’, lest 
(c)> be cofinal in JU. Hence A’ is a dense cover of &“,l”u,, and so .A% is a dense 
cover of (c)$. Cl 
Once again, we can make a stronger assertion in the special case n = 1. Let 
PA, denote the class of ZZ”, z-sentences that are theorems of PA; and let LA: 
denote the Least Element Schema for bounded J&-formulae with parameters. 
(Note: each instance of LA: is in PAZ.) 
4.12. Theorem. Let SI/% be a A: ultrapower, and suppose 9,/Q s JU, where 
A KPA1 + LA:. Then either gI 1% is cojinul in .A% or else .M is a dense cover of 
~pll. 
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Proof. The argument is along exactly the same general lines as the proof of 
Theorem 4.10. Assume .%J% is not cofinal in Jt, and let b E I.&/ be an upper 
bound on l$$/%l. To obtain a contradiction, assume that J? is not a dense cover 
of sl/%, and let al, a2 E I&;il%I be chosen so that a, <a*, a2- al > w, and 
(a,, a2)“4t = (6, ~2hv4l. Now, in the case of Vi, we can be quite demanding, as 
contrasted with the situation for VA, n 5 2. To begin with, by [19, Lemma 5.11 
(or, alternatively, by choosing the kernel of Vi to be the usual ‘Kleene 
T-predicate’ and arguing directly), we may assume that 
PA 1 Vi Vj Vk Vk’ [(V:(i, j, k) A V:(i, j, k’))+ k = k’]. 
Furthermore, in view of the instance-by-instance PA-provability of DPRM, we 
have that PA 1 Vi Vj Vk [V:(i, j, k) t* 35 S(i, j, k, i;)] for a suitably chosen 
quantifier-free Z-predicate S(X, y, z, u’). It follows that 
PAt-ViVjVkVk’[(%GS(i, j, k, +)~35S(i, j, k’, C))+k=k’]; 
so, since this latter sentence is therefore a member of PA1, we have that 
Let W(X) be the Z,&,-predicate defined by 
W(X) @ 3y<d,Vi<xVT<~[~,<y~lS(i,[idl,,y,Z)]. 
Then o(x) defines w in .&. The proof of this proceeds exactly as does the 
corresponding argument within the proof of Theorem 4.10; the only difference of 
detail is that since S is quantifier-free, the implication &/oU I= S(Z) j .H I= S(F), 
for E a sequence of elements of &/oU, requires no special assumption. 
Now, w(x) is a bounded (with parameters) predicate; thus lo(x) is a bounded 
(with parameters) predicate. But lo(x) defines .& - w in JX Since JU != PA1 + 
LA:, this is impossible, and the theorem follows. Cl 
4.13. Corollary. (1) Let % be a nonprincipal AZ ultrafilter. Zf .SJoU E JU where 
~7 k %( A:) Arithmetic, then JU is a dense cover of .$/oU. 
(2) No A: ultrapower can be properly endextended by a model of PA1 + LA:. 
Proof. Since gJ% G .& += sl;/% <,~JZX, (1) follows from Theorem 4.12 in the 
same way as Corollary 4.11 follows from Theorem 4.10. Statement (2) is an 
obvious consequence of Theorem 4.12. Cl 
We conclude Section 4 by addressing two questions that arise naturally from 
results in previous sections. 
(a) Do there exist Ajl ultrapowers that admit proper isomorphic self-injections 
(Section 2)?; 
(b) Do there exist quasiminimal, nonminimal AZ ultrapowers, n > 1 (Section 
3)? In fact, do minimal AZ ultrapowers exist at all, for n > l? 
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These questions are quickly answered on the basis of a very great strengthen- 
ing, given in [7], of Friedman’s Cut Theorem. (For a nice proof of the original 
Friedman theorem, see [22, proof of Theorem 201.) Recall the Induction Schema, 
Zz”,, for z”, ?&formulae: 
vu’ [(~(u’, 0) A v~ (e(u’, x)- +(u’, x+ i)))- vx +(u’, x)], 
where $(u’, x) is any pn z-predicate. 
The result of Dimitracopoulos and Paris implies the following. 
4.14. Lemma. Every countable nonstandard _Y-structure JI such that .4X k PA2 + 
Zg ti isomorphic to a proper initial segment of itself. 
Lemma 4.14, when combined with Corollary 4.13, leads directly to the 
following result. 
4.15. Theorem. (1) No A: ultrapower is isomorphic to a proper initial segment of 
itself. 
(2) For n 2 2, every AR ultrapower is isomorphic to a proper initial segment of 
itself. 
(3) There are no minimal models of v!l(Az) Arithmetic, n L 2. 
Proof. Every A: ultrapower is a model of all Z78 o-truths, and hence a model of 
PA1 + LA:; hence (1) follows from Corollary 4.13(2). Each instance of Zg is a 
Z7!j o-truth, and so holds in any Ajl ultrapower, n 2 2. Thus (2) follows from 
Lemma 4.14. Finally, (3) follows from (2), since any minimal model of v!l(AE) 
Arithmetic must be quasiminimal and hence isomorphic to a AZ ultrapower. Cl 
Remarks. (a) One immediate consequence of Theorem 4.15(l) is that “ZXY” 
cannot be replaced by “ZJ$’ (i.e., by the Induction Schema for bounded 
formulae) in Lemma 4.14. This is because any A: ultrapower satisfies all instances 
of the Bounded Induction Schema, each such instance being Z7:. Indeed, any A’: 
ultrapower 4/Q satisfies all instances of IA:, the Induction Schema for 
~-formulae that are A:, since the assertion of A:-ness for such a formula is 
(logically equivalent to) a Z7; statement. Thus, Zzy is optimal in Lemma 4.14, in 
the sense that it cannot be relaxed to ZAY. 
(b) Instead of asking about the isomorphic coliapsibility of a Ajl ultrapower 
(or, more generally, of a nonstandard model of VB(Az) Arithmetic) to a proper 
initial segment of itself, we may of course look in the other direction and ask to 
what extent the MacDowell-Specker theorem can be mimicked within our 
various fragmentary, n-quantifier environments. The best result we know of in 
this connection is Clote’s extension [5], to arbitrary cardinalities, of a theorem of 
Paris and Kirby [14]. The Kirby-Paris-Clote theorem says that an z-structure JH 
is a model of P- + Zz”, + the Collection Schema for 2: formulae, n 2 2, if and 
only if JU admits a proper n-elementary endextension X such that Xk P- + I& 
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and card(N) = card(A); here P- denotes, as is customary, the set of those axioms 
of Peano arithmetic that are single statements rather than schemas. (The 
condition card(&) = card(A) is not emphasized in [5], but can be deduced from 
the details of Clote’s proof; alternatively, it can be imposed ex post facto, by a 
supplementary argument using Theorem 2.9.) Now, it is known [7, Proposition 
1.11 or [22, Proposition l] (due to Kirby and Paris) that if Jcc k IE:, then &k the 
Collection Schema for z”, formulae, n 2 2. Furthermore, it is easily checked that 
each instance of Zz is a ni+2 sentence. Therefore, each instance of Ix, for a 
fixed n 2 2, holds in any model of 3g(Az+,) Arithmetic. Putting this all together, 
we have the following ‘mini-MacDowell-Specker theorem’ for models of v?&Az) 
Arithmetic, n 2 3: if M k@a(Az+,) Arithmetic, n 32, then JU admits a proper, 
n-elementary endextension N, with card(X) = card(&). 
Finally, let us note that Theorem 4.15 provides, for all n 3 2, an interesting 
class Q, of models of Ga(Az) Arithmetic, each member of which exemplifies 
Theorem 2.7 in a fairly striking way (namely, in terms of endextension). 
4.16. Theorem. Let JI be a quasiminimal model of v2(Az) Arithmetic, n 3 2. 
Then 4 is an endextension of an Z-structure .A%’ such that (i) A’ t=ga(Ajl) 
Arithmetic and (ii) J.&‘] is not closed under the action, in 4, of the A: 4 
functions. 
Proof. Theorem 4.15 and the definition of the class Q, of quasiminimal models of 
G!l(Ajl) Arithmetic. Cl 
Theorem 4.16 lends some additional interest to a question that is natural 
enough in its own right: if & is an arbitrary nonstandard model of 33(Ai) 
Arithmetic, does there exist an element X of Q, such that JV<~~~U? (In fact, we 
do not even know if there must always exist #E Q,, such that XG A, 
Ajl-elementariness of the embedding aside.) 
5. a(Ajl)-complete models 
We begin with some of the basic properties of a(At)-complete models of 
va(Az) Arithmetic and of the relation ‘is a(Az) complete in’ between models of 
v!l(Az) Arithmetic. Existence of a(Az) complete models (or, more demandingly, 
the extendibility of each model of va(AE) Arithmetic to such a structure) will be 
addressed in Theorem 5.8. The content of this section is, to a very considerable 
extent, merely an adaptation of material from [12]. 
5.1. Definition. Let &, Jt$ be two models of vg(Ai) Arithmetic, with Jcc, 5 4. 
We say that .& is a(Aj)) complete in .4& if &k $J 3 A, l= @ for every j(Ajl) 
sentence of T,&,,. 
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5.2. Proposition. Let A,, 4 be models of %(A:) Arithmetic, with MI G 4. 
Then 4, is g(Ai) complete in 4 e .MI <,, 4. 
Proof. Suppose A1 is a(A$ complete in 4. Let $J be a Xi sentence of Z,&,,. 
Then 4 is 3(n”,_,) and hence is ?l(Az); so, by definition of 3(Af) completeness 
of A1 in &, J&!=$J + .&b$. If &l=# and $ is of the form 
3Y1. . .3Y/c r/$Yl, * . . , y,J where I/J is a n”,_, formula of Z,&,,, then there are 
elements al, . . . , ak of 1.&l such that A1 i= W(a,, . . . , a& But then also 
J&k W(% . . . , ak) and hence 4 k #; for if &l=iW(al, . . . , a& then, since 
lrf& * * * 9 ak) is equivalent in .& to a A: sentence of z,&,,, we would have a 
contradiction to the a(Az) completeness of .A$ in .&. Thus, A1 ~~4. 
Conversely, suppose .M, <n 4; and let $J be an 2(Az) sentence of JZ,&,, such that 
4 b @ We may assume that 6 is of the form 3yi. . . 3yk q(yl, . . . , yk), 7# a Pn 
formula of Z?&,. If J& does not satisfy f$, then J& k Vyr . . . VYk iq(yi, . . . , yk). 
But the latter sentence is nz, contradicting our assumption that .& <” 4. 
Hence, .M1 k 9, .&i is a(Az) in .&, and the proof is complete. 0 
The following lemma combines the natural analogue, for our setting, of the 
classical theorem on unions of elementary chains with the trivial direction of the 
Chang-Los-Suszko theorem. 
5.3. Lemma. Let (JU, 1 cx < A) be an ordinal sequence of models of va(Az) 
Arithmetic such that & -C*Z .MO holds for (Y < /3 < A. Define .4t = IJaCl Jt,. Then 
(i) Jt, <Ai .,U for all CY < 3L, and 
(ii) Jt b 33 (AZ) Arithmetic. 
Proof. (ii) is a routine consequence of (i). To prove (i), we employ induction on 
the prefix complexity of a prenex sentence of Z,&, that is logically equivalent to a 
given AZ sentence of 9?,&,. If @J is a quantifier-free sentence of Z,&,, then 
A, k @ j & k @ is obvious. Let k be a positive integer, and suppose .& k @ + 
.A% k @ whenever @ is a AZ sentence of d;p,,,, having a logically equivalent prenex 
normal form m 9,&m, with fewer than k initial homogeneous blocks of quantifiers. 
Let Y be a AO, sentence of Z,&,, such that Y is logically equivalent to a prenex 
sentence 3yi . . .3y, @(y,, . . . , yw) of 9,&=, with exactly k initial homogeneous 
quantifier-blocks, 3y,. . .3y, being the first such block. Suppose & i= Y, so that 
&LX k 3Y* * . * 3Y, @(YIP * * . , yw). Let ml,. . . , m, be elements of I.&l such that 
&k @(ml, . . . , m,). By induction hypothesis, &F @(ml, . . . , m,); hence, 
JUk3Y,. . .3y, @(y1, . . . , y,,,); hence, JU l= Y. Sentences beginning with an V- 
type block are handled in the usual way, via negation. Cl 
The next lemma is a version, tailored to our specific needs, of [12, Lemma 1.81. 
5.4. Lemma. Let JU, &, and Jul be models of g!i(Az) Arithmetic, with 
&c.&,,~I Jul, such that (i) .& b a(Az) complete in .&, and (ii) d <A: Ai. Then 
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there exist a model AAc’ of G$Aji) Arithmetic and A:-elementary substructures N, 
NO and NI of AC’ such that the following relations hold: X G NO II NI, X = JU, 
NO=&, NI=.&, .&fl~V~I=$~(Ajt) Arithmetic, .&n N, x~;&, Nbfl.NI<.~.NI, 
and N<d;.NOnNI. 
Proof (sketch). The proof consists almost entirely in making appropriate copies 
of the proofs of [12, Lemmas 1.7 and 1.81; accordingly, we shall provide 
commentary rather than detail. To make the appropriate substitutions in the 
arguments in [12], we need the notion of the AZ diagram of A, JU an Z-structure; 
this is simply the set of all Ajl sentences @ of Z,,,, such that JY b @. We denote by 
O,,(k) the At diagram of A. Now, [12, Lemma 1.71 says that if .Z is an EC* class 
of models and TX is its characterizing theory, and if M, M’ are elements of 2 with 
M existentially complete in M’, then an existential sentence $ of L,,, is 
consistent with T,U Diag(M) if and only if it is consistent with T,U Diag(M’); 
here LIM, is the language L for Z augmented by constants denoting the elements 
of JMI, and Diag(M) (Diag(M’)) refers to the atomic diagram of M (of M’). To 
transfer this lemma, and its proof, to our present setting, we merely need to make 
the following substitutions: let X be the class of all models of $a(Az) Arithmetic; 
let AC, Ju’ be models of 33(Ajt) Arithmetic with .IX !l(AE) complete in JU’; let 4 
be any a(Az) sentence of Z’,&,; and replace Diag(M) (Diag(M’)) by D,(A) 
(Dn(Ju’)). Armed with this, and making the same substitutions, we can mimic the 
proof of [12, Lemma 1.81, yielding, in the context of the present lemma, 
Jcc’ k$a(Az) Arithmetic, X<,~.H’, NO<,,.&r, NI~dZ&l, x~Nbn~l, x=.4, 
No = A& and .& = AI. The remaining relations claimed in the statement of our 
lemma now follow from Theorem 2.9. Cl 
Lemma 5.4 is of some interest in its own right; however, our immediate 
purpose in including it is to enable the proof of the following theorem (cf. [12, 
Lemma 1. lo]). 
5.5. Theorem. Let JI, JU’ be models of vj(Az) Arithmetic such that & = JW, AC’ 
iE !i(A$complete, and Jcc is !l(Az) complete in A’. Then .A? is a(Az)-complete. 
Proof. Let A$ be a model of va(Az) Arithmetic such that Jcc ~4: 4; and let C#J be 
an j(Ajl) sentence of Z,&, such that .&k c$. By Lemma 5.4, there are isomorphic 
copies JV, X’ and J& of 4, AC’ and J&,, respectively, and a model X* of Gj(At) 
Arithmetic, such that the following diagram is realized: 
/* 
3(Az) complete in X’ <4$ 
Since @ is g(Az) in the language Z’,&,,, and & <4zN*, Jlr* b 9 follows from 
4 = X E .& ~4; X*. (We can, if we wish, use d itself in place of X in the above 
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diagram.) But X’ is a(Az)-complete; hence X’ k 9. So, since # is a(AE) complete 
in JV’, XL @, and the theorem follows. 0 
We next observe that the class of !l(Az)-complete models of Ga(Af) Arithmetic 
is < &nductive . 
5.6. Lemma. Let (M, 1 a < A) be an ordinal sequence of a( AZ)-complete models 
of %(A:) Arithmetic such that (Y c /3 c 1 + M, <*;JU,+ Then lJnCl .&, b an 
3 ( A$complete model of va( Ajl) Arithmetic. 
Proof. Let A = Ua<l A,. A b G!l(Az) Arithmetic follows from Lemma 5.3. 
Suppose, now, that &, is a AZ-elementary extension of .4, and that &,k 
3Y1* * * 3Y/c #(Yl, * * , , yk) where +(yi, . . . , yk) is a Ajt 2,&,-predicate. Let 
ml,. . . , mk be elements of l&l such that &k @(ml, . . . , mk). By definition of 
A, there exists an ordinal a! < 3, such that {m,, . . . , mk} G l&J. By Lemma 
5.3, & K~;&c; hence by a second application of Lemma 5.3, JU,<~~& 
Thus &k #(ml, . . . , mk), and so &b #(ml, . . . , mk). Hence J4 I= 3y,. . .3y, 
#(Yl, * * . , yk), and Lemma 5.6 is proved. Cl 
Final preparation for Theorem 5.8 is contained in the following lemma. 
5.7. Lemma. Suppose A, JU’ are models of Ga(Az) Arithmetic, with ~2 <,zJu’ 
and A’ $A$complete. Then there exists a model JU” of Ga(Az) Arithmetic such 
that JU <,g&” <,zJl’, JW is a(A$zomplete, and card(M’) = card(&). 
Proof. For each a(At) sentence 3y,. . . 3yk $(yl, . . . , yk) of Z,&,, such that 
Mk3Y,. * * 3Yk @(Yl, . . . , yk), select a particular finite set @+ = {al, . . . , ak} E 
IJI’I so that A’ k#(al, . . . , a,J. With this notation agreed upon, let N;I = I.441 U 
UP, IA’k3Yl.. .3Y/c d-J(Yb * - . , y,J}. (Note that k = 0 is allowed, in which 
case @,+ = 0 and the requirement is that .M’ k #.) Let MS be the closure in A’ of 
Nb: under all A: &‘-functions. Now replace J&, by Zw and repeat the foregoing 
procedure to obtain NY = M: U IJ { @,+ ( 9 is a A: 6P,?predicate (or Z,,,,;- 
sentence)} and My is the closure in JU’ of NY under all AZ M-functions. 
Continue: for each i + 1 E o, obtain My+, from My, via formulas of ZM, just as 
My was obtained from M& Finally, set M” = Uiso My. Clearly, card(M”) = 
card(lJ41). Let J?” = (M”, + rM,xM,O, - rMgtxMq ). By Theorem 2.9, 4” is a model of 
q!i(Ajl) Arithmetic; and, by its very construction, Ju” is j(Az)-complete in .4X’. 
(Strictly speaking, this last assertion calls for an applica_tion of Theorem 2.9 to 
each of the sets MI, i E 0.) So, by Theorem 5.5, M’ is 3(Az)-complete. Finally, 
to see that & <,f M’, suppose # is a AZ J&,-sentence such that M b $. If 
M’kl#, then 4’ k-$; but then, since & <At A’, we would have .4t l=l#. Thus 
M’ I= #, and so & <A2 M’. Cl 
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We now proceed to the existence of cardinality-preserving a(Ajl)-complete 
extensions, for arbitrary models of ga(AJ1) Arithmetic; given the lemmas we have 
established, our proof will be almost indistinguishable from the proof of [12, 
Proposition 1.31. 
5.8. Theorem. If & b $a(Aj)) Arithmetic, then there exists a model ~7 of qa(A$ 
Arithmetic such that .M x~o,&‘, card(&‘) = card(&), and AC’ is 2(Ajl)-complete. 
Proof. Let K = card(d). As in [12], we shall perform w successive inductions, 
each of length ak. 
Step 1. Let (& 1 (Y<K) b e a listing of all the a(Az) sentences of Z,&,, so 
arranged that every such sentence appears in the list with a successor-ordinal 
subscript. We perform an induction of length K, starting by defining .$, = JK 
Suppose Xk has been defined for LY < #I, j3 a given nonzero ordinal <K. 
Case 1. /3 = y + 1. If there does not exist a model X of va(Az) Arithmetic 
such that J$$ <,zX and Xk &, let ~4$ = Xi. Otherwise, choose such an JV, say 
&, and set J+‘$ = .A& (We use the usual trick, here, of restricting to structures of 
minimal set-theoretic rank, to enable application of the choice axiom.) 
Case 2. /3 = a a limit ordinal. In this case, we set JV$ = lJ,<s .hrL. 
Finally (for Step l), we set X’ = lJBcK #fi. Note that, by Lemma 5.3, we have 
Ju <& Jv’. 
Assume now that JV’ has been defined, 1 G k CS, with JV’I E Nk2 for 1 <k, 6 
k2 =Z s. Let t = card(R). 
Step s + 1. Let (I/J, 1 a < r) be a listing of all the 2(At) sentences of =Y&,, so 
arranged that every such sentence appears in the list with a successor-ordinal 
subscript. We perform an induction of length r, starting by defining flO+’ = JV. 
Suppose ,Y”,” has been defined for (Y < /3, /3 a given nonzero ordinal <t. 
Case 1. @ = y + 1. If there does not exist a model X of v3(Ajl) Arithmetic 
such that fly+’ <,iX and Xb &, let .Q+’ = pY+‘. Otherwise, choose such an J, 
say &, and set .&+’ = .&. 
Case 2. /I = a limit ordinal. Here, set JV;+~ = lJ,<s pa,“. 
Finally (for Step s + l), we define JV+’ = lJBcr .Q+‘. Note that, in view of 
Lemma 5.3, we have JV <*);JV+~. 
We complete the preliminary construction by defining 
One more application of Lemma 5.3 shows that .M xbll&“; moreover, by the 
same lemma, we have that JU”F~~(A~) Arithmetic. Suppose M’ K~;JV, X a 
model of va(Az) Arithmetic. Let @(ml, . . .,mk, yl,.--9 yJ be a Aj: ,fe,,,..,- 
predicate, with l&C”)-parameters ml, . . . , mk, such that XL 3y,. . .3y, @(ml, 
. . . , mk, yl,..., y,). Let n be a positive integer such that {m,, . . . , mk} E 
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]fl]. Since (by Lemma 5.3) .M” Kdz&, it follows from our construction that 
flfi+lk3Yl.. .3Yt$(ml,. . . , mk, Yr,. . . , yt) for some ordinal /3 c card(JV”). Let 
4, . * * , Q, be elements of (.Q+ll such that Jlr”B+l k @(ml, . . . , mk, al,. . . , 4. 
But, N$+‘<dzM; hence, Kk @(ml, . . . , mk, al, . . . , a,). Thus &c”k 
3Yl. * .~yt$dml,..-~mk7 Yl,.. . , y,), from which we conclude that M’ is 
a(Ajl)-complete. An application of Lemma 5.7 now replaces 4” by an a(AE)- 
complete Afj-elementary extension J4’ of JI such that card(M) = card(&), and 
we are done. q 
Our next project is to generalize to all n 3 1 the main definability-of-w theorem 
of [12, Chapter 8, Section 31. To this end, we first record a suitable version of an 
appropriate portion of [12, Proposition 1.61. 
5.9. Lemma. Let Jcc be a a(AE)-complete model of vj(AE) Arithmetic; let 
w(-% . * * 9 xk) be an $(A:) Z-predicate; let ml, . . . , mk be elements of I&l; 
and suppose Juk q(m,, . . . , mk). Then there exists an g(At) Z-predicate 
9(x17 . * . , &) such that (i) J# k #(ml, . . . , mk) and (ii) Vxr . . . hk [#(x1, . . . , 
xk)+ q(xl, * * . , xk)] is a theorem of vj(AE) Arithmetic. 
Proof (cf. [12, pp. 22-231). We first claim that if t is a a(Az) sentence of Z,&, 
and I&(N) U {z} U Vj(Az) Arithmetic is consistent, then .& k r. For let M be a 
model of D,(4) U {t} U $!l(Az) Arithmetic; then .,U is (isomorphic to) a 
AZ-elementary submodel of 4’ and so, since .M is g(Az) complete, M k r. 
Now, we are assuming that &k W(m,, . . . , mk). Hence & does not satisfy 
iW(m, . . . , mk), and the latter SentCnCe is logically equivalent to a j(Az) 
sentence of Z,&,. Therefore, IIn(&) U {i~(rn,, . . . , mk)} U V2(AE) Arithmetic 
is inconsistent. Hence, there is a sentence @‘(ml, . . . , mk, mk+l, . . . , mk+j) in 
IIn such that @‘(ml,. . . , mk, mk+l,. * ‘mk+j)+ v(m,, . . . , mk) is true in 
every model of %%(A:) Arithmetic, the constants ml, . . . , mk+j being given 
arbitrary interpretation. So, in every model of va(Az) Arithmetic, with 
ml,..., mk interpreted arbitrarily, we have the truth of 
vxk+, * ’ ‘vxk+j[$‘(ml, . . . , mk, xk+l, . . . ? xk+j)+ $+ht . . . ? mk)]. 
This latter sentence, however, is logically equivalent to 
(3xk+l. . . sxk+j @‘(ml, . . . , mk, xk+l, . . . , xk+j))’ q(ml? . . . , mk). 
Finally, then, the sentence Vx, . . . Vxk [@(xl, . . . , xk)+ v(xr, . . . , xk)], where 
$+I,. . * 7 xk) is the j(Az) Z-predicate %k+*. . . 3xk+j @‘(xl, . . . , xk, xk+l, . . * , 
_-. 
x~+~), is true in every model of V3(Az) Arithmetic and is consequently a theorem 
thereof. Cl 
We are now in a position of extending the proof given in [12] of the uniform 
definability of w in existentially complete models. 
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5.10. Theorem. There exists an %(A:) Z-predicate G(x) such that G(x) defines 
w in every a(A$-complete model of @a(A$ Arithmetic. 
Proof (cf. [12, Chapter 9, pp. 150-1511). 0 ne can straightforwardly relativize, to 
the a(Ajt)-definable sets of integers, one of the well-known constructions of a 
so-called simple g set, to obtain an infinite, co-infinite, a(At) subset S of w such 
that w - S has no infinite a(Ai) subsets. Given such a set S, let a(x) be a a(Ajl) 
Z-predicate defining it in w. Now let JU be an arbitrary a(AE)-complete model of 
Gj(Ai) Arithmetic. We claim that if m E I&[ - w, then JX~ a(m). Suppose not; 
i.e., suppose & !=lo(m). Since .M is 3(AO,) complete, it then follows from Lemma 
5.9 (la(x) being logically equivalent to a v(AO,) Z-predicate) that there is a 
@A$ Z-predicate $(x) such that (i) w kVx (#(x)+~a(x)) and (ii) J4 l= 4(m). 
Letting A be the subset of w defined by G(X), we see from (i) that A fl S = 0, and 
hence that A is finite. So let nl, . . . , nk E w be such that 
Then also JU~VX ($(x)+(x=nI v *a* vx=&)), since Vx ($(x)+(x =nl v 
- + . v x = nk)) is (logically equivalent to) a $(A:) z-sentence. Hence, by (ii), 
m E w: contradiction. Thus m E IA] - w + JU t= u(m). Letting G’(x) be the 
formula 3y [x <y A la(y)], we claim that Q’(x) suffices for the theorem; i.e., we 
claim that G’(x) is logically equivalent to a ?iG(Ajl) ?&‘-predicate G(x) and that 
G’(x) defines w in 4. (Notice that Q’(x) is independent of A.) That Q’(x) is 
logically equivalent to a %(A:) Z-predicate is clear. If m E I&l - w and m’ > m 
in .M, then, as verified above, Juk a(m’); hence, &t=-@‘(m). If, on the other 
hand, m E w, then, since w - S is infinite, there exists m’ E w such that m’ > m 
and w Ha(m’). But ia is a V(Az) Z-sentence; hence, &klu(m’). 
Therefore .4 F Q’(m). Thus e’(x) does, indeed, define w in Ju. •i 
We turn now from general considerations to the examination of a very special 
class of a(At)-complete structures, namely, those obtained by generalizing to 
arbitrary n > 1 the so-called simpZe models (2: ultrapowers) of [12, Chapter 91. 
We begin by recalling the definition of a ‘g ultrapower’, generalizing it, as we do 
so, to that of a ‘3(Az) ultrapower’. Let %s(~.) o denote the collection of all subsets 
A of w such that A is defined in w by a unary !i(Az) Z-predicate 9(x). Let .$P,, 
denote the class of all unary !l(Az)-definable partial functions from w into w. 
5.11. Definition. By a nonprincipal 3(Ajt) ultrajilter, we mean a maximal 
subcollection “cr of %- acdzj such that (i) 7r is closed under the intersection of any 
two of its elements, and (ii) each element of Y is infinite. 
We remark that any nonempty subcollection of infinite elements of %scdq that 
is closed under finite intersections can be extended to a nonprincipal 3(Az) 
ultrafilter. 
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If 7 is any nonprincipal a(AE) ultrafilter, let 9: denote the subcollection of Pn 
consisting of all those p E 9” such that domain(p) E V. If pl, pz E 9’,“, we define 
p1 -p2 to mean that {x E domain rl domain 1 pi(x) =p2(x)} E 7. Clearly, 
- is an equivalence relation on .9:. For each p E $Pz, let [plv denote 
{P’E~:IP’-Pl. 
5.12. Definition. Let 5’ be a nonprincipal a(AE) ultrafilter on o; and let 
M = {[pIv 1 p E 9:}. Define relations +V, nV, and es’ as follows: 
([Ph [Pzlv, IP3lv) E ‘Y e (x 1 x E ,GI domain(pJ & P~(xIP~(x) = P,(X)} E y; 
([PIILY, IP2l”y) E -+ e {x I x E domain t-l domain &p,(x) <p2(x)} E “y: 
The resulting structure (M, +V, egr, cV) is called the fl(At) ultrupower bused on 
“y; and is denoted by Pnl”v: 
It is easily checked that +V and eV are total functions on M2, that M is linearly 
ordered by +, and that o is an initial segment of M under the identification of n 
with [$J,& where r+!~Jx) =n for all x. 
The key property of a(Az) ultrapowers is that they satisfy the obvious analogue 
of Lemma 2.2. 
5.13. Lemma. Let .9’J‘V be a 3(Az) ultrapower; let q(xl, . . . , x,) be any a(Az) 
Z-predicate; and let [p&, . . . , [p,& E IPJ‘VI. Then CP,,/Yfk I+Q([~&, . . . , 
[pmly) e ix E fl% domaW I w k q(pI(xh . . . , p,(x))) E “y: 
Proof. The proof is almost (though of course not totally) indistinguishable from 
the proof of Lemma 2.2; accordingly, we leave it to the reader. 0 
An easy consequence of Lemma 5.13 is the next theorem. 
5.14. Theorem. Let 9,,‘,/V be a a(Az) ultrapower. Then 9n/7rk@a(A$ 
Arithmetic. 
Proof. Suppose 
OLVXl. . . VXk 3y,. . . 3yj @(Xl, * * * , Xk, yl, . . . , yj), 
C$ a AZ Z-predicate. Then there exist AZ fUrdOnS tp,(x,, . . . , &), . . . , 
l/+(,.(x1, * * * 3 xk) such that 
WbVX,. . . tlXk @(xl, * * * , Xk, $%(X1, * * * , Xk), . . * 9 qj(xl~ - * * 9 Xk))* 
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. . . ) Pk(X)), . * . , Vj(PlW> . . . ? p*(x)))) = fJ domain(pJ E T-. 
Therefore, by Lemma 5.13, we have 
pn/Yb #([PllY9 . . . J [P/clSr, [VI(PI, * . . 2 Pk)lY9 * * * f [Vj(PI* . . . 7 Pk)lV)- 
Thus, ~,,/~kbl. . . ifxk &. . e EIYj @(xl) . . . , xk, yl, . . . 9 Yj), and the theorem 
is proved. 0 
When is a a(Ai) ultrapower p,JSr isomorphic to a AZ ultrapower? Precisely 
when the a(Az) ultrafilter Y has a A”, base, i.e., when for each element V of 7f 
there is an element V’ of ‘V such that V’ E V and V’ is AZ. That this is not always 
the case may be seen by relativizing to %&) o one of the usual constructions of a 
‘maximal’ z”: set, and then arguing as in [12, Chapter 9, p. 1581. Knowing that 
a(A$ ultrapowers are models of $?!(A:) Arithmetic, we wish now to show that 
they are !l(Ajl)-complete; once again, our procedure is patterned closely on the 
treatment of the case II = 1 in [12]. The trick is to identify (to within 
isomorphism) the 3(Az) ultrapowers with closures, inside ?l(Az)-complete models 
% of %i(AE) Arithmetic, of nonstandard singletons under the class of 2(Az) 
partial &functions, in the same way that the Ajl ultrapowers are identified with 
closures of singletons {c}, c E ]A( - w, under the class of AZ &functions, where 
& k va(Az) Arithmetic. 
5.15. Definition. Let & be a g(Ajl)-complete model of va(Ajl) Arithmetic, and 
let PM denote the class of a(AE) partial &-functions (of any number of variables). 
Let M be a nonempty subset of ]A]. Then we shall denote by M”, the closure, in 
A, of the set M under the elements of PM. In particular, if c E 1.41, then {c}$ 
denotes the closure of {c} under PA. 
5.16. Proposition. Let A be a j(Ajl)-complete model of dj(AE) Arithmetic, and 
let M be a nonempty subset of I&l. Then M”, kvj(Az) Arithmetic, M”, iAoJ4, 
and in fact M”, is :(A:) complete in .N (whence, by Theorem 5.5, M’& is !i(At) 
complete). 
Proof. That M”, kGa(Ai) Arithmetic is ensured by Theorem 2.8, since the a(Ajl) 
partial J4-functions include the Aj: .H-functions. It then follows from Theorem 2.9 
that M> <,;A. Suppose that # is of the form 3y, . . . 3yk q(m,, . . . , m,, 
y,, . . f 9 Yk) where q(x,, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , yk) is a Ajl T-predicate and 
ml,..., m, EM; and suppose further that JX~ @. Now, there exist 2: partial 
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functions pl(xI, . . . , x,), . . . , pk(xl, . . . , x,) on CJ such that 
domain = domain = - . . = domain&) 
= {(XI, * * .,xr) py,... 3Ykqq-q,..., -G, Yl, . . . 7 Y/c)) 
and, for each r-tuple (x1, . . . , x,) in the common domain of pl, . . . , pk, 
0 b v(x1, * f . , x,7 PI(X1, . . . 9 x,), * * f 9 P&I, * * * , x,)). 
Letpf,... , pf be the &extensions of pl, . . . , pk, respectively. Since 
VXl. - -h [(+I. . . +k $&, . . . , x,9 yl> . . . > Yk)) 
---, $+I, * * * , x,, P&I, f * * 7 XT), f f * , P&I, . . . , &))I 
is true in w and is (logically equivalent to) a Qa(Ajj) statement, it is true also in 
4; hence, .4 k q(mI, . . . , m,, pf(mI, . . . , m,), . . . , p$(mI, . . . , m,)). Since 
M”, is, by definition, closed under all a(A$ partial &functions, it follows that 
MZk rj&, . . . , m,, p;“(m, . . . , m,), pT3ml, . . . , m,)) 
(recall, here, that M”, -c~z.~~C). Hence M”, k 9, and we are done. 0 
5.17. Lemma. Let JU be a nonstandard, a(Ajl)-complete model of v!i(Az) 
Arithmetic, and let c E I&l - CO. Let r = the j(Az) element-type of c in JIX; i.e., Tis 
the set of all those j(Af) 2’-predicates G(x) such that .I% I= 9(x). Then r is a 
maximal realizable 3(Ai) l-type, for models of v!l(Az) Arithmetic. 
Proof. The lemma is not quite as trivial as it might seem, since %&~) is not 
closed under complementation. We begin by observing that r includes all those 
AZ Z-predicates G(x) such that #( c is in the At-diagram &({c}>) of {c}%. Now ) 
suppose that q(x) is a g(AE) Z-predicate and E a special constant such that 
{G(E) 1 G(x) E r} U {I/J(E)} U d$ A:) Arithmetic has a model K Then X contains, 
as a A:-elementary submodel, a copy & of (c)z. But by Proposition 5.16 and 
Theorem 5.5, {c}> is a(Ajl)- complete. Hence &k v(E), and so JI k v(E). Thus 
q(x) E r, and the lemma is proved. Cl 
5.18. Theorem. (1) Let & be a nonstandard, a(Az)-complete model of v2(AE) 
Arithmetic, and let c E I&c) - w. Then {c}$ is isomorphic to a $A$ ultrapower 
9,,/Y, under an isomorphism c#& such that @L(c) = [idly. 
(2) Let Yf be a nonprincipal a(Ajl) ultrafilter, and let P”‘,/V be the corresponding 
3 (AZ) ultrapo wer. Then ‘S$‘,/ Yf has an extension Jt& such that .4& tr va(Az) 
Arithmetic, J& is !l(A$complete, and CP”,/clr = {[idlV}& 
Proof. The proof is an exercise in exploiting the correspondence between 
ultrafilters and element-types. 
To prove (l), let V be the collection of all those elements A of %z,(~D such that 
J4 != 9(c), where $I is a a(AE) Z-predicate defining A in w; thus ‘V is the 
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collection of all subsets of w that are defined by members of the element-type of c 
in A. Since c E IJccl- w, there can be no finite sets in ‘V. “1’ has the finite 
intersection property, since if Al E Tf courtesy of & k @r(c) and A2 E Y courtesy of 
Jt l= &(c), then Al rl A2 E T courtesy of JU k (& A @Q(c). Thus ‘V is a filter in 
%‘icAzj. In fact, V is a a(AE) ultrafilter. For if Yf could be properly enlarged to a 
!l(Af) ultrafilter Yf’, then .9’“‘,/?f’ would present, through the agency of [id],,, a 
counterexample to Lemma 5.17. Letting YM = V, we claim that 9’,JV, is as 
required for (1). To see this, let f be defined as follows: 
f(PYC)) = [PI%7 P E 92. 
(Note: it is clear from the definition of ‘& that if c E domain( then 
domain(p) E VA and, conversely, that, if domain(p) E VA, then p&(c) is defined. 
Hence domain(f) = {c}>. Thus f is a function mapping {c}$ onto 9Jclr,.) f is 
one-to-one; for if p;“(c) #p?(c), pl, p2 E LPrA, then {x E o ) pi(x) #p2(x)} E cl&. 
In similar routine fashion, we verify that f respects both addition and multiplica- 
tion. (1) follows, taking $2 =$ 
The proof of (2) is only slightly more involved. Applying Theorem 5.8, let .4 
be a g(A$-complete model of v?&Az) Arithmetic such that 9”,,/‘Jf is a 
AZ-elementary submodel of .4X. We claim that g,,‘,/V = {[idlV}$, which, upon 
setting JtV = Jcc and applying Proposition 5.16, yields (2). First, suppose [pIT is 
given, p E 9,“. By Lemma 5.13, [plv =p9’V([id]V). Thus, 9,,‘,/Yb ‘([idlV, 
[PIA EP’. Let #(x3 Y) b e a ?l(Az) Z-predicate defining p in o ; then 9,,‘,/ “Ir k 
dWb7 [PIv)- S ince 9?J”lr<,z.M, this implies that .4tk$([id]V, [plv); i.e., 
pAWId = [PIv. Thus g,,‘,lV E {[idlsr}>. Conversely, suppose an element 
pAWId of WI v > is given. Then Jt k ‘[idIT E domain(p)‘. If we can show that > 
domain(p) E “y; then we shall also have 9J’V b ‘[idly E domain(p)’ (by Lemma 
5.13); since pM and ppnlv must agree in value on common domain elements, we 
shall then have p&([id],) E g,,/‘Y, and hence will be able to conclude {[id],}% G 
pn/“y: Suppose, therefore, that domain(p) $ V. Then there is a set V E 7r such 
that V rl domain(p) is finite. There is no harm in assuming that V fl domain(p) 
has at least one element; so let V rl domain(p) = {n,, . . . , nk}. Let G(X), I+!+), 
respectively, define V, domain(p), in o. By Lemma ,5.13, ??,,/Yf b @([idIT); so, 
since 9,,‘,lYKdt& &b @([id],). In addition, as we already know, J1c k v([idlqr). 
Hence Jt b (9 A q)([idlqr). But this implies that At= ([idlV = n1 v - . . v [idly = 
Q), which is obvious nonsense. It follows that {[id],}> E g,,/‘V, and we are 
done. 0 
Remarks. It should be noted that the ultrafilter TM defined in the proof of 
Theorem 5.18(l) depends only on the fi(At) element-type of c, within the 
otherwise arbitrary a( AZ)-complete environment provided for c. Similarly, in 
Theorem 5.18(2) the specific a(AE)-complete, AZ-elementary extension provided 
for pn/‘?f is of no importance. Indeed, we are about to draw the conclusion that 
?l(A$ ultrapowers are 2(Ajl) complete, and hence must be their own completions 
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within arbitrary a(AE)-complete extensions. The situation is more complicated in 
the case of non-!l(Az)-complete models of va(Az) Arithmetic. Thus, see [12, 
Chapter 8, p. 1491, where it is noted in the case n = 1 that any such model & can 
be extended to two different a(Ajl)-complete models, within which it receives 
respective fi(Ai) completions that are not isomorphic over A. The argument 
outlined in [12] may be relativized to cover the case n > 1. 
5.19. Corollary. All !l(Az) dtrupowers are fl(Az) complete. 
Proof. Theorem 5.18(2) and Proposition 5.16. El 
5.20. Corollary. There exists a ~~(AO,+,) ?&sentence C#J such that C#J is fake in 
every g(Ajl) ultrapower. 
Proof. Corollary 5.19 and Theorem 5.10. Cl 
An appropriately weakened form of Theorem 2.17 holds for a(Az) 
ultrapower. 
5.21. Theorem. Let JU be any countable model of i?!i(AE) Arithmetic. Then & 
can be embedded as a AZ-elementary submodel of a !l(AE) ultrapower. 
Proof (cf. [12, Chapter 91, for the case n = 1). Let I&( = {m,,, m,, m2, . . .}, and 
adjoin to 3’ a single new constant, E. Let 3 be the theory D,(A) U {I+$, E) = 
mi ( i E o} U Gj(Ajl) Arithmetic, where v&(i, x) is as in the proof of Theorem 
2.17. Every finite subset of 9 is realizable in A; hence 9 admits a countable 
model, say 4. By Theorem 5.8, & in turn can be extended to a countable, 
$A:)-complete model M of vf&Az) Arithmetic such that J&, is Aeelementary in 
4’. Let c be the interpretation of E in Jf,,, and form {c}‘&. By Proposition 5.16 
and Theorem 5.5, {c}‘& is i(Ai) complete; and it is clear both that the copy A* 
of A that is contained in 4 is also contained in {c}%, and that, moreover, 
A* ~4: {c}‘& (the latter since N’ <4iJf& <,:A’ and {c}‘& <,M). By Theorem 
5.18(l), {c}‘& is isomorphic to a a(Az) ultrapower, and we are done. 0 
Remark. On account of Theorem 5.5, Corollary 5.19 and the fact that many 
models of $a(Ax) Arithmetic fail to be s(Ajl) complete, the condition of 
AZ-elementary embedding in Theorem 5.21 cannot be strengthened to a(Ajl) 
completeness in the extending ultrapower; this is possible only if & is itself a(At) 
complete. 
After the development of all of this general machinery, it would seem 
appropriate to display a couple of applications. The two applications to be given 
are not to be construed as goals in their own right (indeed, the first of them is, in 
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essence, just an ancient result due to Rabin; and the second is a ‘fragmentiza- 
tion’, with perhaps one slight added feature, of yet another old Rabin theorem); 
rather, they should be viewed simply as illustrations of the sorts of things that can 
be dealt with efficiently in terms of 3(Az) completeness. 
Rabin proved long ago (see [23]) the existence of a monotone increasing 
sequence (J& 1 i E CO) of models of TA such that (i) & <,, JXi+r for all i E O, n 
being some arbitrary preassigned positive integer, and (ii) lJiso J& # PA. Our first 
application of a(Az) completeness will be to provide a very compact proof of a 
variant of Rabin’s theorem in which lJiso &i #PA is replaced by 
lJieo .& ~%(Ajl+,) Arithmetic and <,, is replaced by <d~ (The latter substitu- 
tion obviously causes no weakening of Rabin’s result. As to the former one, we 
could, be first verifying the PA-provable existence of a g(Ajl) set whose 
complement is infinite but has no infinite AZ subsets, obtain a stronger version of 
Theorem 5.10; this would enable us to replace lJiso Jti #3a(Az+J Arithmetic by 
lJi_ J% #PA,+*, in the theorem we are about to prove.) 
5.22. Theorem. Let Ju be any model of @(A:) Arithmetic. Then there exists a 
sequence (.A& 1 i E W) of models of TA such that 
(1) Ju <&Jl$ <&Ju, <AZ’ * * -Qpu~+~~~~~ - *, 
(2) card(&) = card(&), i E CO, 
(3) lJiso 4 != Gg(Az) Arithmetic, and 
(4) Uieo .,t& #‘?a(At+i) Arithmetic. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 5.8, let Ju be AZ-elementarily embedded in a 
3(AE)-complete model N0 of va(Az) Arithmetic, such that card(&) = card(&). 
We claim that Nb can, in turn, be Afl-elementarily embedded in a model J&, of 
TA such that card(&) = card(.&). If not, then there exist sentences C/J(&) E 
D,,(&) and 1~, ETA such that tr$(&)+lr~. Hence l-V_? (c#@)+~$J). On the 
other hand, 3x’ $(x’) holds in & and hence in o. Thus o ~TI@: contradiction. So 
let .&, be a AZ-elementary extension of NO, .& k TA. Repeating this procedure o 
times, we obtain a sequence (& 1 i E w) satisfying (1) and (2); applying Lemma 
5.6 and Theorem 5.10, we see that (3) and (4) are also satisfied by (& 1 i E 
CO). cl 
Remark. Using Theorem 5.21 in the above proof, we can, if we wish, obtain 
lJiEo& as the union of a i,;-tower of a(Az) ultrapowers, in the case that .M is 
countable. 
As a prelude to our second application, we note that there is in the literature a 
body of results concerning extensions A’ of models .M of TA (or PA) such that 
diophantine equations with coefficients in lM1 that are unsolvable in J+! become 
solvable in A’; see the discussion in [9, Section 2 and the note added in proof]. 
What we shall put forward as Theorem 5.23 is a result of this type concerning 
fragments of TA. 
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5.23. Theorem. Let n 3 1. There exists a g(AE) Z-predicate VQ(X, y) such that: for 
any nonstandard model .4t of $3(AE+J Arithmetic, there exist elements i E w and 
m E I&], and a AZ-elementary extension 4’ of A, such that J4’ k@(Ai) 
Arithmetic, A’ #~~(A~+,) Arithmetic, card(M) = card(&), & # W(i, m), and 
A’ I= q(i, m). (Note that in the case n = 1, Q(i, m) may, by DPRM, be viewed as 
asserting the solvability of a certain diophantine equation with coeficients in ]A].) 
Proof. Let Y(x, y) be a a(AE) Z-predicate such that for each unary a(Ajl) % 
predicate a(y), o k &[tl,(@(y) t, Y(i, y)]. If & is any nonstandard model of 
~~(A~+,) Arithmetic, then Theorem 5.10 implies that & is not a(Az) complete. 
In view of the availability of a recursive pairing function (or, alternatively, by use 
of the prime-exponent function (x),), the non-a(Ajl)-completeness of & implies 
that there is a a(Ajl) Z,&,-sentence @(m), containing exactly one parameter m 
from ]A(, such that Jt # G(m) but Xl= $(m) f or some AZ-elementary extension X 
of A, where N k %(A:) Arithmetic. By compactness, we may assume card(N) = 
card(&). Applying Theorem 5.8, let MlII’ be a a(Ajj)-complete model of @a(Az) 
Arithmetic such that X\<,);M and card(M) = card(X). We observe that 
M k 9(m), since XL #(m) and XX,:&‘. 
Now, in w, we have the existence of a number i such that w b t, where r is the 
statement Vy [$(y) t, Y(i, y)]. Since t is a %&AZ) Z-sentence, it also holds in 
each of &, JY, M. Thus, taking Y(x, y) as +(x, y), we have the theorem. Cl 
We might also mention that results such as the generalization (noted in [9, p. 
141, top]), to models of arbitrary complete extensions of PA, of Rabin’s 
monotone sequence results from [23] can be obtained very ‘smoothly’ (i.e., as in 
the proof of Theorem 5.22) by working with n-elementary, E:O,+l-complete 
extensions of models of the z U III”, diagram of a given model of PA. (One does 
need to know, in this connection, that certain constructions can be carried out, 
and their main properties verified, in PA.) 
Let a a(A$ ultrapower CP,,/clr be called ‘p-quasiminimal’ if every infinite 
element of !Y”,/v generates all of pn/v via application of 20, partial pn/Sr- 
functions. To conclude Section 5, we note that a variety of the results obtained 
for A: ultrapowers in Sections 2-4 have exact counterparts for a(AE) ultra- 
powers. Thus, by way of example, we state the next theorem. 
5.24. Theorem. (i) For n 3 1, there exist 2’” pairwise nonisomorphic p- 
quasiminimal 3(Ajj) ultrapowers. 
(ii) All a(Ai) ultrapowers are rigid. 
(iii) Every 2(Ajl) ultrapower admits a cofinal, AZ-elementary extension to a 
strictly larger 2 (AZ) ultrapower. 
We leave the proof of Theorem 5.24 to the reader, but remark, in connection 
with (i), that p-quasiminimality does not coincide with minimality, in the case 
n = 1: on the one hand, minimal nonstandard models of 92(A:) Arithmetic need 
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not be 2(Ay) ultrapowers; and, on the other hand, there exist p-quasiminimal 
a(Ay) ultrapowers that are not A: ultrapowers, in that their defining ultrafilters 
have no recursive base. 
6. Some questions 
We provide a brief list of problems that, so far as we know, are at present 
open. 
(1) Are A’j’ ultrapowers (or, as asked in [12], a(Ay) ultrapowers) totally rigid, 
in the sense of having no proper isomorphic self-injections as well as no nontrivial 
automorphisms? 
(2)(a) Is every quasiminimal Ajl ultrapower a tame n-model? (Conjecture: no. 
However, this could be a fairly tricky issue, since it has to do with the 
‘almost-everywhere monotonizability’ of one-to-one functions.) 
(b) Does every Ajj ultrapower (every !l(AE) ultrapower) have a quasiminimal 
(p-quasiminimal) nonstandard submodel? 
(3) Can a AZ ultrapower be cofinally (though of course not Aft-elementarily and 
cofinally) embedded in a model of %?g(Ajl+,) Arithmetic? 
(4) Does there exist a countable model .M of PA3 + 32(Ay) Arithmetic such 
that Ju cannot be properly endextended to a A: ultrapower? 
(5) We have noted (see the remarks following Theorem 4.15) that if 
4 k 6!i(A$ Arithmetic, it > 3, then JU has a proper, (n - 1)-elementary endex- 
tension X with card(N) = card(&). In the case 12 = 1, the corresponding 
statement would be that if 4 kga(Ay) Arithmetic, then & admits a proper, 
bounded-elementary endextension X of cardinality card(&); this is true auto- 
matically, since any endextension of .& must be bounded elementary (we are not 
requiring that the extension satisfy some reasonable fragment of arithmetic, such 
as P-). What is the situation for it = 2? I.e., does each model of va(Ai) 
Arithmetic have a proper endextension (of the same cardinality) in which it is 
a(Ay) complete? 
Finally, we pose a question that we have asked elsewhere [18, 191, and that is 
reflective simply of our personal taste, or lack thereof. Recall (from the 
discussion in Section 3, taken together with Theorem 2.17) that every countable 
model of %l(Ay) Arithmetic is embeddable in the semiring A of isols. 
(6) Does there exist an uncountable subsemiring LB. of A such that .5? L $?3(A$ 
Arithmetic? 
Note added in proof 
After this paper was already in press, the author became aware (somewhat 
tardily, to be sure) of a result of C. Dimitracopoulos and H. Gaifman (Fragments 
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of arithmetic and the MRDP theorem, in: Logic and Algorithmic, Monograph. 
Enseign. Math. 3 (Enseignement Math., Geneva, 1982) 187-206) that refines, to 
fragments of PA, Gaifman’s basic cofinality theorem [9, Theorem 31. The result 
of Dimitracopoulos and Gaifman to which we refer (actually, they prove a slightly 
stronger statement) is this: if M and N are models of PA- with M both a cofinal 
and a bounded-elementary submodel of N (PA- being, as before, the finite set of 
nonschematic axioms of PA, i.e., PA- = PA - the induction scheme), and if, for 
a given n 2 0, M k IX,, + “exp” and N k PA*, then M <n+l N. This, taken together 
with Theorem 4.7, solves Problem (3) in the negative, since (1) “exp” is @, (2) 
DPRM (=MRDP) takes care of bounded elementarity, and (3) any AZ 
ultrapower, n 3 1, satisfies I&_, . 
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